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This thesis explores the physical behaviour of industrial pressure reducing valves (PRVs) used around the 
world for effective water distribution and network pressure reduction. The mathematical models 
developed as part of this project showcase the steady state and dynamic behaviour of PRVs when changes 
are made to its control system or external variables within water distribution networks (WDNs) acting to 
disturb the PRV system (used to simulate water demand within the network). Analyses on the 
performance of the models to quantify any pressure setpoint offsets or low PRV head loss complications 
as experienced in Western Australia’s Interconnected Water Supply Scheme (IWSS) network by Water 
Corporation was done and validated with industry contacts alongside a comprehensive literature review to 
validate general PRV dynamics. Downstream pressure offsets attributed to higher PRV pressure setpoints 
were related to the low head loss issues of PRVs (i.e. when PRV head loss ≤ 10m) and classified into 
three distinct categories. Further simulations were done to verify the PRV as an effective disturbance 
rejection device with equations formulated to predict and quantify any PRV offsets in the downstream 
pressure, either as a result from pressure setpoint changes or disturbance inputs.  
 
Furthermore, work done to relate hydraulically controlled PRVs (i.e. with no power supply) and GHG 
emissions was completed to enable water service providers to estimate the true financial and 
environmental costs of PRVs within their WDNs. These costs were quantified within a theoretical WDN 
based on the IWSS in which the energy analytics related to all PRV operations (that is commonly 
unaccounted for by water service providers) totalled $672,000/year and 5040 tons CO2/year. 
 
The models created can be adapted to any PRV. Whilst further work can be done to refine the models 
developed within this thesis paper, they provide a strong foundation for academia and industry alike when 
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The prosperity, health and wellbeing of humanity throughout history has been directly linked to its access 
of consumptive water and ability to work together in large groups to achieve a common goal. To this end, 
few innovations can match the impact of humanity’s ability to form civilizations, collectively innovate to 
advance technology and create organised governments than the advent of water distribution technology. 
Dating back well into antiquity (Ormsbee, 2008), the implementation of the water distribution network 
(WDN) to collect, store and dispense potable water for humanity in past millennia can be considered as a 
bedrock for civilisation and life in the modern era as seen in contemporary society. As civilization 
gradually became larger and more complex so too did its WDNs; electrified pumps replaced Archimedean 
screws and the modernised industrial pressure reducing valve (PRV), a hydraulically controlled device 
used to reduce water pressure from one pipe section to another, replaced primitive plug/stopcock actuated 
pressure control systems (Valvias, 2013a; Strudwick, 2006, p. 392). These changes were made to ensure 
effective water distribution and pipeline integrity of WDNs for continued water consumption. As cities 
around the world continue to expand and grow in population, the need to maintain an increasingly larger 
and robust WDN becomes more vital. One such consideration for the continued dependability of all 
WDNs to operate effectively is the reliability of PRVs within any interconnected water system to function 
optimally so that water delivery is ensured. 
 
To analyse the performance of a PRV within a given WDN, its dynamic and steady state behaviour 
should be captured by a series of physical equations within a mathematical model. This thesis project 
investigates the development, validation and parametric analysis of such a model to provide simulations 
of a physical and functional PRV represented within a simplified WDN. Furthermore, as the global 
populace continuously becomes cautious of the dangers imposed by human induced climate change and 
promotes government and industrial transitions to greener supply chains with less associated greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions (IPCC, n.d.; Western Australian Government, 2019), the developed model also 
considers the link PRVs have to GHGs by means of energy absorption during operation within the main 
valve’s structural body. This investigation is to serve as an industrial honours project between Murdoch 
University and One Stone Consulting in conjunction with Water Corporation. 
 
1.1 Research Question 
The research question that this thesis will address is:  
Can a conventional PRV as standardised within most WDNs be effectively modelled to produce practical 
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simulations for water service providers and can the GHGs associated with its operation be quantified? 
Specifically: 
a) Can a fit-for-purpose mathematical model of a PRV be created that, upon simulation, is 
representative of industrial PRVs and can work within a WDN as an effective disturbance 
rejection device? 
b) Considering the energy within pumped fluids that is lost when it passes through a PRV, can the 
related carbon footprint of a PRV be quantified? 
 
1.2 Aims & Objectives 
The overall aim of this thesis project is to construct, manipulate and validate a functional model of a PRV 
from both a theoretical and practical perspective. The modelled PRV aims to function as a standalone 
system and as a disturbance rejection device in WDNs. Accordingly, the main objectives of this project 
are as follows:  
1. Develop a PRV model to run steady state and dynamic simulations. 
2. Assess PRV model behaviour and 
a) Conduct a parametric study of PRV pressure setpoints at steady state to assess model 
stability and define suitable operating ranges. 
b) Assess the PRV’s dynamic response to pressure setpoint changes. 
c) Assess the modelled PRV as a disturbance rejection device by changing network 
variables in a developed WDN. 
3. Quantify the energy losses from PRV operation within the modelled system including the: 
a) Monetary operational costs [$/year]. 
b) Related GHG emissions [tons CO2/year]. 
 
1.3 Thesis Structure and Scope 
Section 1 (Introduction) introduces the thesis and provides a general background to PRVs and WDNs. 
Sections 1.2 and 1.3 respectively establish the main research question and aims that are addressed within 
the thesis paper to develop and analyse a steady state and dynamic PRV mathematical model. 
 
Section 2 (Literature Review) provides a review of literature relevant to the development of both PRV 
models necessary for the understanding of these complex hydraulic systems. Section 2.1 reviews the 
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fundamentals of fluid mechanic engineering essential for a base understanding of PRVs and WDNs. 
Section 2.2 provides an in-depth analysis of conventional PRVs including their functionality and 
components, hydraulic control systems and the related energy losses associated with their operation. 
Section 2.3 reviews parts of the Interconnected Water Supply Scheme (IWSS), Western Australia’s main 
WDN, and the PRVs within this system along with the issues and related GHG emissions accustomed to 
their operation.  
 
Section 3 (Model Development and Mathematical Methodology) introduces the development of both 
steady state and dynamic PRV models for simulation. This section showcases the approach taken 
according to literature to develop a simplified WDN in which the modelled PRV exists. All force-balance, 
flow and empirical equations are provided that are used for the construction of the PRV model according 
to literature and original work where specified. Additionally, original work showcasing the quantification 
of energy analytics associated with PRV operation is provided. 
 
Section 4 (Results and Discussion) presents the data and simulation outputs from both PRV models in 
accordance with the thesis aims and objectives. Section 4.1 first provides a detailed analysis of the steady 
state simulations used to define PRV operating ranges and model stability. Following this, a series of 
analyses are made with the dynamic PRV simulations in Section 4.2 to validate the model by varying the 
PRV’s pressure setpoint and testing the system as a disturbance rejection device in the developed WDN. 
These results are compared with literature and industry experience. Finally, PRV energy absorption and 
their related GHG analytics are assessed from the dynamic model and used to provide an idea of the 
carbon footprint associated with PRV operation. 
 
Section 5 (Conclusion) concludes the paper by providing a broad overview of the results and outlining 
how the aims and objectives of the thesis have been addressed. A summary of future work is provided for 
further work that can be completed to improve the PRV model and address other areas of study that could 
not be included within this thesis. 
 
Section 7 (Appendices) consists of supporting material referred to throughout the thesis for additional 
information on specific areas. 
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2.0 Literature Review 
Throughout most global WDNs, PRVs are utilised to reduce the pressure at specified points within the 
network to ensure the continual transmission of water at safe pressures to willing consumers. The 
following subsections provide a comprehensive background for the project including relevant fluid 
mechanics theory which governs water propagation through PRVs, an overview of PRV functionality and 
their utilisation within Western Australia’s principle WDN alongside their associated energy losses. 
 
2.1 Fluid Mechanics Fundamentals  
The denotation of a fluid’s hydraulic head, or simply “head”, is a widely used term in fluid mechanical 
engineering as a direct relation of the pressure (Px), potential (with fluid elevation zx) and kinetic (with 
fluid velocity vx) energies within an incompressible fluid to the height [m] of an equivalent static column 
of that fluid (assuming a constant fluid density and gravitational acceleration, ρ and g respectively) (Spurk 
& Aksel, 2008). Drawing from first principles such as the conservation of mass (Equation 1) and energy, 
these aforementioned energies can be characterised by the ideal Bernoulli Equation as seen in Equation 2 
and are used as a measure of their respective energy per unit volume quantities between any two arbitrary 














+ 𝜌𝑔𝑧2 (2) 
 
This can be simplified into terms of different “heads” [m] in Equation 3 as redefined for the isolation of 
the pressure/static head (Px/ρg) due to the internal molecular motion of a fluid exerting a force (static 
pressure) on its surroundings, the velocity/dynamic head (vx
2/2g) from the bulk movement of the fluid in 
motion (dynamic pressure) and elevation head (zx) relative to an arbitrary datum (eg. The Australian 
Height Datum) and by relating the fluid’s weight to the overall gravitational force acting upon the total 















+ 𝑧2 (3) 
 
Furthermore, the ideal Bernoulli Equation can be practically expanded to include energy/head losses 
evident in any dynamic fluid from the pressure drop/total head loss of the system and the individual heads 
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provided by any pumps (hpump) or turbines (hturbine) as seen in Equation 4. Applying this results in the 
inclusion of the resistance head (hL) representing the energy/head losses due to frictional forces acting 
against the fluid’s motion (hLmajor) in each designated control volume (with pipe lengths, diameters and 
friction factors Lx, Dx and fx respectively) alongside any losses due to the inclusion of fittings (hLminor, 















+ 𝑧2 + ℎ𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 + ℎ𝐿 (4) 
 
The resistance head is defined according to Equation 5. All variables are notated in Appendix 1. 












2.2 Pressure Reducing Valves (PRVs) 
A reliable urban water distribution network (or WDN) is made efficient and effective by minimising 
water losses (i.e. through pipe leakages etc.), sustaining the delivery of water to consumers under normal 
and abnormal flow conditions and maintaining the performance of all components within the system for 
these preceding purposes (Coelho & Andrade-Campos, 2014). One of the most important features of a 
WDN to remain operative is that system’s PRV network. The primary goal of a PRV is to provide a 
desired steady state pressure into a system (e.g. a neighbourhood subsection of the principal WDN), 
usually from a mainline (or trunkline; a larger preceding pipe) flow deviation in accordance to a pressure 
setpoint. This pressure setpoint (hsp) is set at a point below the preceding upstream trunkline pressure and 
above a critical downstream pressure point to assure constant water demand to the downstream pipe 
network whilst avoiding damage to said network from over pressurisation (Meniconi S. , Brunone, 
Mazzetti, Laucelli, & Borta, 2016). The pressure setpoint is achieved by physically restricting upstream 
flow with a valve, known as the restricting element. The amount of variation in flow restriction is 
governed by the sensing element (i.e. a diaphragm or adjustable spring) and delivered by the loading 
element (usually a loaded spring or weight) within the PRV body (Tameson, 2020). High pressures are 
required to pump flow from trunk lines to households, but these households usually have smaller pipe 
capacity systems and fittings that cannot withstand these high pressures from the main trunkline. A PRV 
is therefore utilised to stepdown this pressure so that hydraulic and mechanical faults do not occur within 
the downstream sub-network (Signoreti, Camargo, Canno, Pires, & Ribeiro, 2016). Figure 1 conveys the 
pressure profile of an ideal PRV within a WDN as having an ideal step change in pressure from 45m 
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pressure head to 8m. In reality, PRVs do not exhibit ideal behaviour but many engineering software 
packages, such as the WANDA hydraulic modelling program, simplify PRVs with ideal pressure 
responses (Deltares, n.d.). 
 
 
PRVs can be controlled hydraulically (i.e. with no power supply) or electronically to work according to a 
specified pressure setpoint or to various pressures as a function of water demand (Bermad Water 
Technologies, 2015a). Single chamber diaphragm pressure reducing valves, generally referred to in this 
thesis as pressure reducing valves (PRVs), are the most common form of  PRV systems for localised 
pressure reduction within water distribution networks around the globe (other types of PRVs can be 
observed within Appendix 2) (Van der Vaart, 2020; Dorot Control Valves, n.d.). In general, PRVs consist 
of a valve body assembly, an internal trim (plug, shaft and diaphragm actuator) and a cover/bonnet 
assembly for a hydraulic control system to enforce the pressure setpoint. Sizes, weights and control 
systems vary according to the PRV’s application in each WDN. However, the working temperatures, 
valve patterns and internal material specifications (i.e. ductile iron bodies, nylon-reinforced fabric 
diaphragms etc.) vary according to the design of each valve manufacturer (Heimann, Meyer, & 
Liemberger, 2009). An example of contrasting PRV patterns employed to minimise flow trajectory-
Water Distribution Network Position (m) 
Figure 1: A representation using the WANDA modelling software of a PRV in action decreasing the upstream pressure 
from 1.55bar to 0.9bar along a 1km pipeline. 
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related head/energy losses, can be observed between the contrasted “X-axis” (standard) and “Y-axis” 











In Australia, the utilisation of PRVs within WDNs must adhere to Australian Standards (AS) inclusive of 
AS5081-2008 (automatic control valves for waterworks purposes), AS4020 (for contact with drinking 
water), AS4158 (structural coating standard) and AS4087 (waterwork flanges) (Bermad Water 
Technologies, 2015b). A table expanding each of the mentioned AS can be observed in Appendix 3.  
 
2.2.1 Functionality and Components 
PRVs are commonly characterised by the valve design as seen in Figure 3, however, some are designed to 
avoid perpendicular-like flow from inlet to outlet side by angling main valve bodies to decrease fluid 
turbulence and head losses through the valve as seen in Figure 4. Labels for both diagrams are expanded 
in Table 1 and listed with all variables used within the thesis in Appendix 1. 
Figure 2: X-axis Singer 106/206 and “Y-axis” Bermad WW720 SCVs (Singer Valve, 2020; Bermad Water 
Technologies, 2020) 




Figure 3: A Single Chamber diaphragm actuated Bermad Model 720-M5 Pressure Reducing Valve (Bermad Water Technologies, 
n.d.a) 





Figure 4: Labelled diagram of a Bermad WW-720 SCV (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015f) 




Table 1: Component Breakdown Table of a common SCV. 
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In terms of its operation, when a fluid flows through the PRV main valve (qm) with pressure (hin), the 
needle valve [1] continuously permits flow from the inlet/upstream side of the valve (q1) through the 
upstream pilot line [2], a fixed orifice [15], pressure line T-junction [16] and into (-qc) the upper control 
chamber [3]. This chamber consists of a diaphragm [4], acting as a sensing element, to deliver the load to 
the main valve [5] (depending on the magnitude of the chamber pressure head, hc) so that flow restriction 
is maintained adequately to achieve the desired downstream pressure setpoint head (hsp [m]). The pressure 
setpoint is set by manipulating the control system’s (known as the “pilot”) [6] adjustment screw at the top 
of the pilot body [17]. This adjustment permits the pilot valve [8] to throttle in accordance with the 
setpoint as the primary control mechanism by responding to changes in the upstream (hin) and 
downstream (hout) pressure heads respectively to modulate the main valve system [14] (Bermad Water 
Technologies, n.d.a; Mobley, 2013). For physical comparison, a live cross-section of a SCV can be 
observed in Figure 5. Most PRVs are hydraulically actuated via their pilot control systems as opposed to 
electronically actuated PRVs which are usually under-utilised due to their reliance on a power supply 












If the upstream pressure increases above the pressure setpoint (hin>hsp), the pilot valve throttles and 
enables pressure accumulation within the upper control chamber to force/actuate the valve to close; 
restricting flow and decreasing downstream pressure to the pilot setting (hout=hsp). Conversely, if the 
downstream pressure decreases below the pressure setpoint (hsp>hout), the pilot releases the accumulated 
Figure 5: Cross-sectional area of a Bermad 700 Series PRV (Bermad Water Technologies, 2016b) 
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pressure within the upper control chamber (by opening the pilot valve and permitting flow (q2) through 
the downstream pilot line [7]), inducing a pressure drop, and modulating the main valve open to allow 
flow across the valve; increasing the downstream pressure to the pilot setting (hout≈hsp). Alongside 
pressure monitoring through the downstream pilot line, the pilot can also sense the downstream pressure 
indirectly through the pressure applied on the underside of the diaphragm within the lower control 
chamber [9] by means of downstream flow through the integral orifice [10] between the lower chamber 
and valve outlet (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015a; Dorot Control Valves, 2020). This indirect 
mechanism acts to modulate the valve in addition to the principal pilot control system. PRV models by 
Prescott and Ulanicki (2003) exist to mathematically define the dynamics of a SCV’s primary valve 
(mm·ẍm) and pilot system as seen in Equation 6 which is elaborated on extensively within this thesis paper. 






The upstream and downstream pressure difference that is generated on both sides of a diaphragm in any 
PRV is known as that valve’s differential pressure (ΔPPRV) as seen in Equation 7. In most standardised 
PRVs, the differential pressure is characterised by the control chamber’s pressure (Pc) on the overside of 
the diaphragm and the downstream pressure (Pout) on the diaphragm’s underside. The control chamber 
pressure is most notably influenced by the upstream pressure (Pin) which, for simplicity, can be assumed 
as equivalent terms as conveyed in Equation 8 (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015c).  
 ∆𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑉 = (𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑚 𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒) − (𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑚 𝑈𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒) (7) 
 
 ∴ ∆𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑉 = 𝑃𝑐 − 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 ≈ 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡  [𝑃𝑎] (8) 
 
If the PRV responds effectively to pressure changes then the valve will have a low-pressure differential 
indicative of low head losses. Assuming negligible changes in velocity (equal pipe inlet and outlet 
diameters) and elevation across the valve, this can be quantified further into the valve’s differential 




= ℎ𝑖𝑛 − ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 (9) 
 
The differential pressure head is the main driving force behind PRV operation and must be carefully 
maintained (i.e. remain positive) according to the pressure setpoint to ensure that the valve performs 
effectively for downstream pressure reduction. If this differential pressure is not maintained, then there is 
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no driving force to actuate the valve and the PRV will remain open, allowing flow to permit from the 
upstream to the downstream side without any sense of control. Therefore, for PRVs to remain as pressure 
reducers, the differential pressure head can be expanded in Equation 10 in which it must be both non-zero 
and below the selected PRV’s pressure head rating (hPRV,MAX). If this differential pressure is maintained 




= ℎ𝑖𝑛 − ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡  [𝑚]   ;    ∆ℎ𝑆𝐶𝑉 ∈ (0, ℎ𝑃𝑅𝑉,𝑀𝐴𝑋]  (10) 
 
Whilst these conventional PRVs have worked for decades to effectively allow the safe transmission of 
water around the world there are several drawbacks to their design. According to valve manufacturers 
Bermad Water Technologies (2015c) and Dorot Control Valves (n.d.), the most common instances of 
these drawbacks include when the upstream pressure is too low and sufficient force cannot be generated 
to overcome the weight of the valve, bearings, spring and frictional forces of the PRV for actuation and 
when fast closure of the PRV is required.  
 
2.2.2 2-way Pilot Control Systems 
PRVs function according to their control systems, most commonly referred to as the PRV’s pilot 
positioning system - or simply the “pilot” - and are usually hydraulically/mechanically controlled with no 
power supply needed. The most common pilot control system existing for a conventional PRV is the “2-
way pilot” as seen previously [6] in Figure 4 and simplistically in Figure 6 (Heimann, Meyer, & 
Liemberger, 2009). As these pilot control systems enable for PRV modulation, a comprehensive 
understanding of a PRV’s pilot system is essential for the effective placement and modelling of PRV 










2.2.2.1 Pilot System Components 






Figure 6: A simplified diagram illustrating the functionality of 2-way pilot control systems (Heimann, Meyer, & Liemberger, 2009) 

















Figure 7: Pilot Control System Diagram (Bermad Water Technologies, n.d.b) 
Table 2: Pilot system component breakdown table. 




Pilot systems work according to a user defined setpoint (hsp) chosen via rotation of the adjustment screw 
[17] (i.e. with a spanner) to compress/decompress the internal pilot spring [18] for the setting of a 
predetermined pilot valve [8] displacement range (Heimann, Meyer, & Liemberger, 2009). The 
adjustment screw and pilot valve (more specifically a yoke regulator mechanism) are the main functional 
components within the pilot (Cla-Val, 2020). The adjustment screw is rarely tampered with (i.e. monthly 
or bi-annually) depending on the application of the PRV unless it is absolutely necessary (Van der Vaart, 
2020). When the setpoint must be adjusted/changed, it is usually done with extreme care by turning the 
adjustment screw whilst constantly monitoring downstream pressure with a flow sensor to avoid any 
potential damage to the downstream network (Van der Vaart, 2020; Bermad Water Technologies, 2015c). 
The displacement of the adjustment screw (denoted as Psp [m]) when it is screwed up or down by rotation 
through an angle θ can be characterised by analysing the screw’s thread, more specifically, the axial 
distance that the screw travels in one full rotation/revolution (termed the screw’s “lead” and denoted as l) 
as seen in Equation 11 (Bhandari, 2007; Kole, 2016). The pressure setpoint displacement can be related to 
the downstream pressure of the PRV, however, this relationship varies depending on the manufactured 
PRV (Cla-Val, 2008; Bermad Water Technologies, n.d.b). In general, it can be thought of as a linear 
relationship with intercept c and by multiplying with a proportionality constant (λ) as seen in Equation 12. 





 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝜆𝑃𝑠𝑝 + 𝑐 = 𝜆 (𝑙
𝜃
360°
) + 𝑐 (12) 
 
2.2.2.2 Pilot System Functionality 
Fundamentally, pilot control systems work by sensing the downstream pressure through the pressurisation 
of the pilot downstream pressure chamber [20] when flow (q2) permits through the pilot system. This area 
of pressurisation imparts a force on the pilot valve diaphragm [19], inducing diaphragm flexion and 
providing additional compression/decompression of the pilot spring; enabling for a hydraulic feedback 
control system. Following Hooke’s law, the degree at which the pilot spring responds to force changes 
from the fluctuating downstream pressure is characterised by the pilot’s spring constant which can be 
analogised to the system’s proportional gain and therefore akin to a “proportional only” controller 
(Ogunnaike & Harmon-Ray, 1994). By its namesake, a “2-way” pilot control system functions over two 
main operating scenarios as follows (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015c): 
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1. If the PRV’s downstream pressure is higher than the setpoint (hout>hsp), pressure within the pilot 
downstream control chamber will push up against the pilot valve diaphragm to compress the pilot 
spring and enable pilot valve closure. Referring to Figure 3, flow permitting through the PRV’s 
pressure lines is restricted at the downstream pressure line [7] and instead diverts to the control 
chamber above the main valve PRV diaphragm via the needle valve [1] from the upstream pilot 
line [2]. Pressure within the control chamber (hc) presses on the diaphragm [4] and actuates PRV 
closure, restricting flow from the upstream to the downstream side of the PRV and reducing the 
downstream pressure (hout → hsp). 
2. If the main valve’s downstream pressure is lower than the setpoint pressure (hout<hsp), then the 
pilot valve instead will open and induce a pressure drop on the control chamber; venting the 
pressure pressing on the diaphragm to the downstream outlet via the needle valve, lifting the main 
valve actuator and opening the PRV main valve to permit flow from the upstream to the 
downstream side to increase downstream pressure (hout → hsp). 
A functional pilot control system works as a disturbance rejection device by alternating these two actions 
continuously until the downstream pressure matches the pressure setpoint (hsp=hout) irrespective of the 
upstream pressure. In a non-ideal PRV, variations in outlet pressure exist due to disturbances to the 
setpoint of the pilot control system by differential pressure fluctuations. These disturbances are usually 
associated with demand changes in the WDN itself in which the PRV is a part of (i.e. pump supply 
pressure changes upstream or water consumption changes downstream (etc.)). A dynamic model of the 
pilot valve (mp·ẍp) exists as defined mathematically in Equation 13 by Prescott & Ulanicki (2003). 
Additional information on pilot control systems, including electronically actuated PRVs and their 
integration with PID controllers can be viewed within Appendix 2.5. 





2.2.3 PRV Head Losses 
When flow proceeds through any type of restricting element/valve (such as a PRV) it loses some energy, 
or “head”, due to the structural design, hydrodynamic geometry (Figure 2) and restricting capacity of the 
valve (denoted with subscript v). This energy/head loss can be quantified with the flow/valve coefficient 
(Cv,x [m3/s · m-0.5]) and is measured as the flow through the valve with a differential pressure of 1 bar 
(Valvias, 2013b). The valve coefficient relates the valve flow (qv,x) with the differential pressure head of 
the valve (Δhv,x) (also known as the valve’s head loss) as seen in Equation 14. 










Equation 14 can be rearranged into Equation 15 to solve for the valve’s flow if the flow coefficient and 
nonlinear head loss terms are known (Engineering ToolBox, 2003a). 
 𝑞𝑣,𝑥 = 𝐶𝑣,𝑥 ∙ √|∆ℎ𝑣,𝑥| (15) 
 
Therefore, at the same flowrate, a higher valve coefficient is indicative of a lower minimum pressure 
differential/head loss across the valve and vice versa. This information is important in selecting a PRV for 
a specific application (i.e. A PRV with a high valve coefficient should be selected if that valve will 
usually be open). The valve coefficient characteristic for different PRV main valve openings can be 













Along with head losses on either side of the pilot control system, flow passing through the pilot and 
needle valves are governed by their respective flow coefficients, Cvp and Cvnv respectively, which vary 
depending on their manufacturing (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015a). Both coefficients are measured 
Figure 8: PRV Main valve characteristic (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003) 
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by observing the head loss across the valves at different pilot valve openings. However, it is important to 
note that needle valves, due to their bidirectional flow characteristic, have different valve coefficients 
depending on the direction of flow (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003). On most PRVs, the needle valve area can 
be adjusted (usually by a screw) to affect flow going from the control chamber to the pilot but not vice 
versa. As such, PRV needle valves have variable valve coefficients for flow going out from the control 
chamber and a constant coefficient for flow going into the control chamber as seen in Figure 9 and Figure 
10 respectively (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003). The pilot valve system body itself, which can be considered 
unidirectional (permitting flow only from the T-junction to the downstream pressure line), has only one 
valve coefficient characteristic as seen in Figure 11 (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003). It should be noted that 
the pilot valve coefficient at higher pilot valve openings begins to saturate around 7.5x10-5 m3/s·m-1/2, this 














Figure 9: Needle valve flow characteristic (Out of control chamber) (Prescott & 
Ulanicki, 2003) 























2.3 Perth’s Integrated Water Supply Scheme (IWSS) 
The Integrated Water Supply Scheme (IWSS), as seen diagrammatically in Figure 12, is the largest 
centralised WDN in Western Australia and delivers 367 GL/year to the inhabitants of the Perth 
Metropolitan, Goldfields and Agricultural and South-West regions of Western Australia (Water 
Corporation, 2020a).   
Figure 10: Needle valve flow characteristic (Into control chamber) (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003) 
Figure 11: Pilot valve flow coefficient (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003) 




This interconnected system is comprised of the IWSS Northern, IWSS Central and IWSS Southern 
systems and consists of over 100 PRVs of varying sizes (Van der Vaart, 2020). The IWSS Central 
System, in which most PRVs are situated, delivers water to areas situated south of the Swan River and 
sources drinking water from several dams throughout the state and the Perth Seawater Desalination Plant.  
Figure 12: The Western Australian IWSS System as of 2011 (Frost, et al., 2016) 
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System pressure within the IWSS Central System is usually maintained by the Tamworth Hill, Nicholson 
Road and Belmont pumping stations (Van der Vaart, 2020). A simplified illustration of the IWSS Central 
System, its sources and pump stations, can be observed in Figure 13. Pressure/flow feedback control 
systems are actively monitored within the three pump stations and several of the downstream PRVs 
within the IWSS Central System to maintain a minimised acceptable pressure that allows for strategic 
pressure controlling of the network (Van der Vaart & Jones, n.d.). The control scheme used can be 












Figure 13: Simplified schematic representation of the IWSS Central System (Van der Vaart & Jones, n.d.). 
Figure 14: Control Scheme used between the IWSS Central System Pump Stations and downstream electronic PRVs 
(Van der Vaart & Jones, n.d.) 
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2.3.1 PRV Issues in the IWSS 
When the pressure in the IWSS Central System drops (e.g. due to a power failure event at one of the 
pump stations) so too does the upstream pressure within PRVs in the network. As no upstream pressure is 
present to drive PRV main valve closure, the valves fully open to let as much flow through the system as 
possible in an attempt to increase the required downstream pressure to maintain the pressure setpoint (hsp) 
(refer to Equation 10). When the upstream pressure is restored (i.e. by the failed pumps becoming 
operational once again), flow is suddenly permitted through the main valve’s opened cavity and onto the 
PRV’s control chamber and pilot control system through the pressure lines. However, as the PRV main 
valve is fully open and flow is permitted through, the pilot control system takes time to respond to the 
sudden dynamic change. The result of this event is a period of uncontrolled flow through the PRV where 
the upstream and downstream pressures either side of the PRV are almost equal and the differential 
pressure driving force of the PRV is negligible. Until the pilot system can regain control/influence over 
the PRV’s main valve it is “locked” in the fully open position. This phenomenon is referred to as 
“hydraulic lockout” by valve manufacturers (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015c) and can lead to higher 
pressures within unsuitable sections of a WDN as uncontrolled flow permits through PRVs causing pipe 
bursts, water delivery complications and other adverse maintenance related issues downstream of the 
PRV as seen in Figure 15. Hydraulic lockout has been noted to occur in Perth’s IWSS as experienced by 
Water Corporation and has led to numerous PRV and pipe replacements along with several projects to 










Figure 15: 80m waterspout from a pipe burst in 
Melbourne, Australia (Mayes, 2012) 
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One potential solution that has been proposed to prevent hydraulic lockout in PRVs is the provision of a 
higher minimum upstream pressure. In Perth, Water Corporation applies an additional system pressure 
head of approximately 20m (hIWSS,PRV) to the IWSS Central System from each of the three pump stations 
as a contingency driving force to prevent PRVs from getting hydraulically locked out (Van der Vaart, 
2020; Hernich, 2020). Therefore, the differential pressure head of PRVs within the IWSS Central System 
(ΔhL,IWSS,PRV) can be expressed in Equation 16. For safe operation of the valve, the PRV should operate 
below its pressure head rating. More information on hydraulic lockout and potential opportunities for its 
remediation can be viewed within Appendix 4. 
 
 ∆ℎ𝐿,𝐼𝑊𝑆𝑆,𝑃𝑅𝑉 = [∆ℎ𝑃𝑅𝑉 + ℎ𝐼𝑊𝑆𝑆,𝑃𝑅𝑉]  ≤   ℎ𝑃𝑅𝑉,𝑀𝐴𝑋  (16) 
 
Furthermore, another issue with PRVs experienced by Water Corporation is that PRVs in the IWSS tend 
to malfunction and not adhere to their predetermined pressure setpoints when their differential pressure 
(or main valve head loss) is low (Hernich, 2020). Current strategies to mitigate this include the careful 
selection of pressure setpoints and monitoring of downstream pressure to ensure that the head loss across 
the PRV system is always above or equal to a PRV contingency head loss of “15-20m” (Van der Vaart, 
2020).  
 
2.3.2 PRV Related Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
The average pressure distribution in a given WDN is indicative of that system’s kinetic and potential 
energy as conveyed by the Bernoulli Equation (Signoreti, Camargo, Canno, Pires, & Ribeiro, 2016). 
Therefore, the minimisations of these energies through pressure decreases across the network can be 
utilised to achieve energy savings proportional to the magnitude of these minimisation (i.e. by decreasing 
the pumping power needed to pressurise the system). In the case of the IWSS, the supplying of extra 
pressure from pumps to prevent hydraulic lockout in conventional PRVs (by increasing hin) across the 
system works against this logic. Whilst the additional upstream pressure is necessary to maintain PRV 
functionality, it is also accompanied with higher capital and energy costs associated with the provision of 
extra pumping power to pressurise the pumped fluid to a higher level (Van der Vaart, 2020). 
Alternative/unconventional PRVs which are not affected by hydraulic lockout, and therefore do not 
require additional upstream pressure supply, can be viewed within Appendix 2. Furthermore, due to the 
effects of human induced climate change in recent years, the sourcing of water in the IWSS comes mostly 
from low elevation sources from desalination plants as opposed to high elevation dam sources. The 
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significance of this is that Perth, unlike most other Australian cities, cannot rely primarily on gravitational 
flow for water sourcing and instead must pump water from low elevation (i.e. sea level) to higher 
elevations; incurring a much higher energy cost and carbon footprint for water distribution in Perth 
compared to other cities around the country (Bureau of Meteorology, 2020; Water Corporation, 2020b).  
 
When a PRV actuates to reduce upstream pressure, flow permitting through the PRV makes contact with 
the main valve and transfers its inherent pressure energy to the valve body in the form of heat and kinetic 
energy. This pressure energy that is dissipated from the permitting flow to the PRV body at a given 
differential pressure within the system is proportionate to the specific potential energy (ΔE [J/kg]) of the 
PRV as per Equation 17 (Engineering ToolBox, 2012). This conveys a relationship between PRV 
upstream pressure, its energy absorption potential and relation to the embodied energy within the WDN 
itself. Furthermore, this relationship outlines that even hydraulically powered PRVs with no direct 
electricity supply can still indirectly have a GHG footprint when considering the electricity that is needed 







3.0 Model Development and Mathematical Methodology 
Mathematical models are valuable tools in assessing the dynamic behaviour of PRVs during steady state 
and dynamic events within a given WDN. The following set of modelling equations were conceived of 
from first principles with consideration of various literature review elements and intertextual references 
where specified. The primary aim of the model, as per the thesis objectives, was to simulate a singular 
PRV within a simplified WDN, its dynamics and related GHG emissions. The proposed models were 
entered within the Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software package as simultaneous equations and 
procedural (i.e. If-Then-Else logic) statements. These equations aimed to produce numerous steady state 
and dynamic simulations to predict PRV behaviour given a set of user-specified manipulated variables.  
 
3.1 Network Modelling 
Before the models could be built specifically for the PRV, a simplified WDN in which the PRV would be 
situated within and respond to was first created. The devised WDN as seen in Figure 16 consisted of an 
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initial reservoir in which a pump would draw and deliver a flow of water (qm [m3/h]) at a given pressure 
head (hpump) through an initial and standardised control valve (denoted as α; the “alpha control valve”) and 
into the modelled PRV (at a pressure head hin), seen in the central part of Figure 16. From the PRV, the 
flow would exit at a given downstream pressure (hout, as determined by a user specified PRV setpoint), 
through a final control valve (β; the “beta control valve”) and into a reservoir sink from Pipe 4 at 
atmospheric pressure (hatm). Flow through the system was modelled with four connecting pipes with a 
constant friction factor (fpipe,x) of 0.02 alongside diameters (Dx) and lengths (Lx) as listed on Table 3 based 




The created WDN operates in series and is assumed to have no changes in elevation (Δz = 0) throughout 
the chainage nor changes in fluid density (ρ) or minor head losses as a result of pipe bends or additional 
fittings (hL = hL,major; refer to Equation 5). Additionally, as water is assumed to be incompressible, the 
conservation of mass equation as seen in Equation 18 can be applied for steady flow (Axvx [m3/s]) within 
the developed WDN (Çengel & Cimbala, 2017). 
 
Figure 16: The developed WDN, simplified for the PRV model 
Table 3: Developed WDN analytics 













In most cases (and as assumed hereon), PRVs are manufactured to have both inlet and outlet pipes of the 
same diameter (as observed in Table 3; A2 = A3). From this, the following equations in Equation 19 can 
be logically deduced to prove an equivalent and constant flowrate through the PRV (qPRV) and 
corresponding to a constant flowrate throughout the whole network (qm) as per mass conservation. 
 
𝐴2𝑣2 = 𝐴3𝑣3 
𝐴2 = 𝐴3 
∴ 𝐴2𝑣2 = 𝐴2𝑣3 
∴ 𝑣2 = 𝑣3 
∴ 𝑞𝑃𝑅𝑉 = 𝑞𝑚 
(19) 
 
Within Figure 16, numerous points are outlined within the diagram for application of the Bernoulli 
Equation for the generation of several WDN equations to be solved simultaneously. From points 1-2, 3-4, 
5-6, 7-8 the major head losses for each pipe (hL,x) can be calculated using Equation 4. Furthermore, the 
applied Bernoulli Equation can be implemented to determine the head losses across each valve 















+ 𝑧5 + ℎ𝐿𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 + ℎ𝐿 (20) 
 
With no pump, turbine nor changes to elevation or velocity at these two points their relevant terms can be 







+ ℎ𝐿 (21) 
 
Converting pressure (Px) to pressure head (hx) and solving for head loss throughout the pipe, the following 




= ℎ4 − ℎ5 = ℎ𝑖𝑛 − ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ∆ℎ𝐿,𝑃𝑅𝑉 (22) 
 
Which can be standardised for each valve (α, PRV and β) respectively (ΔhLv,x) for maximal heads between 
points hv,x1 to hv,x2 on either side of the valve as shown in Equation 23 below. 
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 ∴ ℎ𝐿𝑣,𝑥 = ℎ𝑣,𝑥1 − ℎ𝑣,𝑥2 = ∆ℎ𝐿𝑣,𝑥 (23) 
 
Drawing from Equation 15, general flow equations through the network inlet control valve, PRV and 
outlet control valve (𝑞𝛼, 𝑞𝑚 and 𝑞𝛽 sequentially) can thus be derived with corresponding flow 
coefficients in Equations 24, 25 and 26 respectively and by adding control valve area (aα and aβ 
respectively) terms to each gate valve (Engineering ToolBox, 2004) . Note that a signum function 
(denoted sgn) has been added to each subsequent equation below to accommodate for reverse flows 
through the network when radicand values are negative to avoid mathematical errors within simulations. 
 
 
𝑞𝛼 = 𝐶𝑣𝛼 ∙ 𝑎𝛼 ∙ √|ℎ2 − ℎ3| ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(ℎ2 − ℎ3) 
= 𝐶𝑣𝛼 ∙ 𝑎𝛼 ∙ √|(ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 − ℎ𝐿,1) − (ℎ𝑖𝑛 + ℎ𝐿,2)| ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛 ((ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 − ℎ𝐿,1) − (ℎ𝑖𝑛 + ℎ𝐿,2)) 
 
(24) 
 𝑞𝑚 = 𝐶𝑣𝑚 ∙ √|ℎin − ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡| ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(ℎin − ℎout) (25) 
 
 
𝑞𝛽 = 𝐶𝑣𝛽 ∙ 𝑎𝛽 ∙ √|ℎ6 − ℎ7| ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(ℎ6 − ℎ7) 
= 𝐶𝑣𝛽 ∙ 𝑎𝛽 ∙ √|(ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ℎ𝐿,3) − (ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑚 + ℎ𝐿,4)| ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛 ((ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ℎ𝐿,3) − (ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑚 + ℎ𝐿,4)) 
(26) 
 
Note that the PRV valve coefficient (𝐶𝑣𝑚) is a series of exponential functions (observable in Equation 27) 
modelled by the main valve body’s displacement (xm) from rest as taken from Prescott & Ulanicki’s 
(2003) physical PRV setup; the main valve body may permit or restrict flow depending on its position. 
For the network control valves, this is encompassed by including their area geometries and varying their 
respective valve coefficients for opening/closing.  
 
 
𝐶𝑣𝑚(𝑥𝑚) = 0.02107 − 0.02962𝑒




Furthermore, following conservation of flow outlined in Equation 1, all valve flows are equivalent as 
defined in Equation 28. 
 𝑞𝛼 = 𝑞𝑚 = 𝑞𝛽 (28) 
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3.2 PRV Modelling 
For all conventional PRVs, the only moving parts within the system are the main and pilot valve elements 
(valve body and stem). Therefore, to model the dynamics of a PRV, all component forces acting to 
modulate these main valve and pilot valve elements must be identified and integrated within the 
mathematical model. This section outlines the derivation of force-balance and fluid equations utilised to 
model a conventional X-axis PRV based on a standardised DN100 (100mm nominal pipe diameter) 
NGE90-01 (Cla-Val, 2008; Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003). All physical constants used within the model can 
be observed in Appendix 1. 
 
3.2.1 Force-Balance Equations 
As per Newton’s 2nd law, a system of mass mx subjected to a net force ∑ ?⃗? is equal to the time rate of 




 represents the second order differential change in displacement (i.e. acceleration) 




) by outlining all force vectors in a standard x-y plane. 













The simplest component force acting on any of the valve bodies is that valve’s gravitational (-g) weight 
acting downwards as seen in Equation 30. 
 ?⃗?𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = −𝑚𝑥
𝑑2𝑥
𝑑𝑡2
= −𝑚𝑥𝑔 (30) 
Primarily, the motion of valve elements is caused by various forces generated by the motion of fluids 
propagating through the system. The force generated by a fluid in a given direction is expressed in 
Equation 31 using the fluid-density and volume relations (Çengel & Cimbala, 2017) where hx and ax is the 






𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑥 = 𝜌ℎ𝑥𝑎𝑥 
(31) 
 
Depending on the valve element, a spring may be used to enforce valve closure at low pressure 
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differentials or to provide a minimum force load in accordance with a setpoint. The force generated by a 
spring element on valve motion (?⃗?𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔) is shown in Equation 32 where Kspr is the spring constant and -
xx refers to the downwards displacement of the spring. 
 ?⃗?𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = −𝑚𝑥
𝑑2𝑥
𝑑𝑡2
= −K𝑠𝑝𝑟 ∙ 𝑥𝑥 (32) 
 
An additional force that can enable valve modulation occurs from the change in momentum of the 
upstream fluid as it hits the base of the valve. In this case (and as described by the Bernoulli Equation), 
the fluid’s velocity approaches zero and is converted into pressure as it meets the valve body. To 
represent this mathematically, the base Bernoulli equation can be modified to assume no changes in 
elevation and to represent the main valve system by notating the inlet pressure (Pin) and setting the inlet 
velocity (v1) to the main velocity flow (vm) going through the valve (on the underside). If the final velocity 
(v2) tends to zero (as the water hits the base of the valve) and is converted into pressure (P2) then v2 is 




























Drawing from the volumetric flowrate equation in Equation 35, Equation 34 can be redefined as follows 
in Equation 36 where a1 is the base of the valve: 
 
























Equation 36 can be simplified as seen in Equation 37: 







Drawing from Equation 38, this relation, ?⃗?𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚, can be finally defined as per Equations 39 and 40. 








∴ 𝐹 = 𝑃𝑎 
(38) 























) can be defined by using a frictional term fk as seen in Equation 41 (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003). 








By utilising some of the previously defined identities, two differential-algebraic force balance equations 
for a PRV can be developed for the main and pilot valve bodies. The first, as seen in Equation 42 and as 
similarly adapted from (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003) is the force balance equation for the main valve body 
element of the PRV. From left to right the terms within the primary PRV equation (with main valve body 
subscript m) refer to valve modulation by: the upstream fluid acting on the base of the valve (a1), the 
downstream pressure drop on the valve overside (a2; i.e. diaphragm side) and underside, the control 
chamber pressure (hc) acting on the valve overside, the weight of the valve at a given orientation (ϕ) 
depending on the valve type (i.e X-axis (ϕ = 0) or Y-axis (ϕ > 0); refer to Figure 2), the friction opposing 
























At steady state this equation becomes purely algebraic as seen in Equation 44. 
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= 0 (44) 
 
For the PRV’s pilot valve (signified using subscript p), the equation similarly adapted from Prescott & 
Ulanicki (2003) as seen in Equation 45 using a reversed axis (i.e. vertical-down direction is positive in 
favour of pilot valve displacement). The dynamics of the pilot valve are characterised (from left to right) 
by the pilot spring enforcing the predetermined pressure setpoint (by means of displacing the setpoint 
adjustment screw (Psp)) and its effect on the pilot valve’s displacement (xp), the downstream pressure head 
drop on the pilot valve diaphragm (ap), the weight of the valve itself (mp), the friction (fp) opposing the 
motion of the pilot valve (
𝑑𝑥𝑝
𝑑𝑡
) and the momentum change of the pilot flow in the downstream pressure 




). Within the context of the force balance equations, the 
pressure setpoint of the PRV system is encompassed within the Psp displacement variable and will 













Which can be further simplified by omitting the differential friction term, factoring the spring term and 
modelling at steady state as seen in Equation 46. 




= 0 (46) 
 
All force components derived to actuate both the main and pilot valve bodies can be viewed in Figure 17 
for the modelled X-axis PRV. Table 4 describes all labelled components. A similar diagram for a Y-axis 
PRV can be observed within Appendix 5. 




Figure 17: Component force diagram for the modelled PRV 




3.2.2 Flow Equations 
From Equation 15, additional flow equations can be derived for flow through the PRV pressure lines 
above the main PRV body which drive its actuation through their interactions with the main and pilot 
valve bodies. Flow through the upstream pressure line and fixed orifice (with valve coefficient Cvfo) to the 
T-junction (q1) is conveyed in Equation 47.  
 𝑞1 = 𝐶𝑣𝑓𝑜√|ℎ𝑖𝑛 − ℎ𝑡| ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(ℎ𝑖𝑛 − ℎ𝑡) (47) 
 
Flow to and from the T-junction via the needle valve to the control chamber (qc) is characterised by a 
piecewise function in Equation 48 with a linear head loss term to avoid numerical issues with the 
Component Label [Units] Description 
Valve Area a1 [m2] The valve’s cross-sectional area. 
Diaphragm Area a2 [m2] The diaphragm’s cross-sectional area. 
Pilot Valve Diaphragm Area ap [m2] Area of the pilot valve diaphragm 
Control Chamber Pressure Head hc [m] Pressure in the control chamber 
Upstream Pressure head hin [m] Preceding pressure originating from trunkline pipes 
in a WDN before the PRV system 
Downstream Pressure Head hout [m] The successive pressure within the sub-network of a 
WDN after the PRV system 
T-Junction Pressure Head ht [m] Pressure in the T-junction above the control chamber 
Pilot Spring Force Kspr [N/m] The Spring force associated with the pressure 
setpoint in the pilot control system. 
Main Valve Weight mm [kg] Weight of the main valve 
Pilot Valve Weight mp [kg] Weight of the pilot valve 
Pressure Setpoint Psp [m] Displacement of adjustment screw to enforce setpoint 
through the pilot system. 
Upstream Pressure Flow q1 [m3/h] Flow from the PRV inlet to the pilot system 
Downstream Pressure Flow q2 [m3/h] Flow from the pilot system to the PRV outlet 
Control Chamber Flow ±qc [m3/h] Flow to or from the upper control chamber to the T-
junction 
Main Valve Flow qm [m3/h] Flow propagating through the underside of the main 
valve 
Main Valve Displacement xm [m] Displacement of main valve from a stationary point 
(xm = 0) 
Pilot Valve Displacement xp [m] Displacement of pilot valve from stationary point (xp 
= 0) 
 Table 4: Component force diagram breakdown table 
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conventional square root term for when the radicand crosses from positive to negative values and vice 
versa. Note that variable flow through the needle valve, conveyed by the gradients in Figure 9, have been 
characterised in Equation 49 where flow from the control chamber to the T-junction (ℎ𝑐 > ℎ𝑡) is 
represented by the piecewise valve coefficient Cvnv,out as a percentage of the needle valve’s opening 
position [%] (50% opening is used in all simulations unless specified). Conversely, the flow going into 
the control chamber from the T-junction is defined by the constant valve coefficient (Cvnv,in = 0.00011) for 
the manufactured type of PRV of which this model is based from. 
 𝑞𝑐 = {
 𝐶𝑣𝑛𝑣,𝑜𝑢𝑡(ℎ𝑐 − ℎ𝑡), ℎ𝑐 > ℎ𝑡









3.50 × 10−6, (17% Open)
1.27 × 10−5, (33% Open)
1.85 × 10−5, (50% Open)
2.60 × 10−5, (67% Open)
3.10 × 10−5, (83% Open)
3.35 × 10−5, (100% Open)
 (49) 
 
Flow permitting from the T-junction and through the pilot system (q2) to the downstream pressure line is 
characterised in Equation 50 with the pilot valve coefficient, 𝐶𝑣𝑝, defined as a function of the pilot valve’s 
displacement affecting the transmission of flow (Equation 51); illustrated by the exponential function in 
Figure 11. 
 𝑞2 = 𝐶vp√|ℎ𝑡 − ℎ2| ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(ℎ𝑡 − ℎ2) (50) 
 
 𝐶𝑣𝑝(𝑥𝑝) = 0.0000753(1 − 𝑒
−1135∙𝑥𝑝) (51) 
 
These flows can be linked by a mass balance at the T-junction mixing point by Equation 52. 
 𝑞1 + 𝑞𝑐 = 𝑞2 (52) 
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3.2.3 PRV Relationships and Procedure Logic 
To establish a relationship between the force balance and flow equations of the PRV in the model, 








= 3700(0.02732 − 𝑥𝑚)𝑞𝑐 (53) 
 
For steady state simulations (desired for faster simulation times and additional analyses), the above 
equation is made equal to zero to represent no differential changes to the main valve position. 
Corresponding to this, the control chamber pressure is also made equal to the T-junction pressure (i.e. hc 
= ht). However, by integrating this equation, a dynamic expression (Equation 54) relating the 
instantaneous displacement of the main valve from its initial position (𝑥𝑚0) to a definite integral within a 
given sampling period for modelling can be derived for dynamic simulations (where t0 and tf are user-














Additionally, the elastomeric material of the PRV main diaphragm (a2) (which is usually made from 
materials with high yield strengths) tends to flex with moving valve displacement; consistently changing 
its area and volume. This relationship, outlined by Prescott and Ulanicki (2003), is characterised within 
Equation 55. Note that the pilot valve diaphragm (ap) elasticity is considered negligible and thus assumed 






Procedures within the EES modelling program followed a series of conditional statements (i.e. If-Then-
Else logic) which acted to change user specified variables within the simulated sample time. For example, 
a change in pressure setpoint (Psp) of the pilot valve, initially set at a predetermined setpoint Psp,standard, 
changed via an implemented sigmoidal function to a user specified setpoint, Psp,user, at a specified time, 
tuser, within the model. This change occurred over a given period (tchange) which was assumed to be 10s 
within the dynamic simulations. All changes to variables within the PRV are changed via a sigmoidal 
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function similar to Equation 56 below for changes in the pressure setpoint. This was done to simulate 
non-ideal behaviour in the PRV model as opposed to a simple and idealised step change. 









3.2.4 Energy Absorption Equations 
Equation 17, which defines the pressure energy absorption within a PRV by relating its differential 
pressure, can be reformulated by multiplying the main valve flow through the PRV (qm) to define the 
instantaneous power absorption of the PRV (∆𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 [kW]) from its differential pressure head as per 
Equation 57.  
 ∆𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 [𝑘𝑊] =




This power quantity absorbed by the PRV can then be integrated over the simulation time to get the 
power absorbed which, when multiplied with a scaling factor, can represent the annual power absorption 
by the PRV (𝑃𝑅𝑉𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 [MWh/year]) based on its differential pressure head and flow simulation profiles 









The annual power absorption of the singularly (n=1) modelled PRV, or several PRVs (n>1) used with 
their own independent pressure differential and flow profiles, can then by multiplied by a specific 
greenhouse gas (i.e. CO2) emissions power factor (𝛺 [kg CO2/kWh]) and energy tariff (𝜏 [$/kWh]) to 
calculate the associated GHG emissions (𝑃𝑅𝑉𝐶𝑂2 [tons CO2/year]) and operational cost (𝑃𝑅𝑉𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 [$/year]) 
of the PRV’s pressure reduction as seen in Equation 59 and Equation 60 respectively. For the contextual 
purposes of this thesis, the power supplied to PRVs within Perth’s IWSS is assumed to come from the 
southwest interconnected system’s (SWIS) coal-fired power stations with 𝛺 = 0.9 CO2/kWh and 
generalised tariff 𝜏 = $0.12/kWh (Carbon Footprint, 2019; Bulk Energy, 2018). These constants can be 
adjusted for any WDN. 




















𝑃𝑅𝑉𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =∑𝜏[1000𝑃𝑅𝑉𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟,𝑖] =∑𝜏 [8.76
𝜌 ∙ 𝑔
𝑡𝑓









4.0 Simulation Results and Discussion 
This section provides an analysis and discussion for the numerous simulations conducted to assess the 
dynamics and related greenhouse gas emissions of the modelled PRV. These analyses are done on both 
the steady state and dynamic PRV models by changing numerous variables intrinsically (eg. Pressure 
setpoint) and externally (eg. WDN pump) within the system where specified. A “base model”, serving as 
a standardised PRV simulation, was created as a basis to compare the PRV response to changing variables 
within the model. This base model’s parameters were inferred from steady state PRV simulations. All 
PRV physical and mathematical constants used for modelling calculations can be viewed in Table 5 and 













Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
A1 0.008 m
2 D3 0.10 m
A2 0.008 m
2 D4 0.10 m
A3 0.008 m
2 f 0.020 -
A4 0.008 m
2 g 9.810 m/s
2
a1 0.008 mm
2 hatm 0.00 m
aα 0.010 m
2 Kspr 70000.00 N/m
aβ 0.010 m
2 L1 1.50 m
ap 0.002 m
2 L2 4.00 m
avfo 7.9E-06 m
2 L3 5.00 m
avnv 3.1E-05 m




-0.5 mm 8.00 kg
Cvnv,in 1.10E-04 m
3/s · m-0.5 mp 0.10 kg
D1 0.10 m ρ 997.00 kg/m
3
D2 0.10 m φ 0.00 °
Table 5: Table of constants for the PRV steady state and dynamic models 
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4.1 Steady State Simulations 
Before conducting the dynamic PRV simulations, a series of steady state simulations were first conducted 
to obtain an acceptable range of parameters to be used within the dynamic model and test the overall 
robustness of the PRV model. These 200 simulations were modelled with a repeating pattern every 20 
simulations of pressure setpoint (Psp) values ranging from 0.3mm to 15mm and values for the WDN pump 
supply pressure (hpump) ranging from 60m to 30m applied every 20 simulations. The range of Psp values 
were chosen as an educated guess given the physical size of the pilot system, however, it should be noted 
that values of Psp < 0.3 produced simulation errors. These errors can be physically attributed to the low 
displacement of the adjustment screw forcing little to no tension upon the pilot spring and therefore 
keeping the pilot valve closed (which prevents PRV dynamics). The range of hpump values were selected to 
represent those seen in industry WDNs (Van der Vaart, 2020). The following figures within this section 
are displayed with a blue and red series of data points indicating the first (i.e high hpump) and last (i.e low 
hpump) 20 steady state simulations which represent the “upper” and “lower” limits of the simulation set 
respectively. 
 
The steady state simulations were done to determine what range of pressure setpoint and pump pressure 
head values are acceptable to use within the dynamic model. As per Equation 12 previously, the 
relationship between the pressure setpoint and the corresponding downstream pressure is assumingly 
linear. From the steady state analysis as seen in Figure 18, it can be observed that all simulations behave 
accordingly with linear relationships but only at lower values of Psp. The divergence of these linear 
relationships, initially noticeable at about Psp = 4mm, continues to increase as Psp →∞. Whilst both upper 
and lower limits exhibit well behaved linear systems at low Psp values, the lower limit (red trend) is the 
first to diverge, reaching a constant value of 18.8m at Psp = 8.5mm whereas the upper limit (blue trend) 
reaches a constant 37.5m when Psp = 13.5mm. This indicates that simulations with higher hpump values 
exhibit more consistent linear behaviour, are more reliable and should be selected to ensure minimal error 
than those with lower hpump values. 




The divergence in linearity in Figure 18 represents the offset in downstream pressure that is modelled to 
occur when a corresponding pressure setpoint is set to achieve a desired downstream pressure; higher 
values of Psp are accompanied with higher offsets (and are undesirable), whilst lower values of Psp exist 
with minimal offsets to the pre-set downstream pressure and are desirable. For better analysis of these 
offsets, the upper and lower limits from the simulations can be approximated by quintic functions (both 




5 −  0.00901598𝑃𝑠𝑝
4 +  0.110253𝑃𝑠𝑝
3 −  0.524336𝑃𝑠𝑝
2




𝑔(𝑃𝑠𝑝) = − 0.00039425𝑃𝑠𝑝
5 +  0.0164603𝑃𝑠𝑝
4 −  0.234808𝑃𝑠𝑝
3 +  1.12745𝑃𝑠𝑝
2
+  1.57939𝑃𝑠𝑝 − 0.293114  ; 𝑃𝑠𝑝 ∈ [0.3,15] 
(62) 
Figure 18: Pressure setpoint/downstream pressure relation from steady state modelling 




The offset (Offset(Psp)) shown within Figure 18 can then be quantified by calculating the distance 
function between these two limits as per Equation 63. 
 
𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑃𝑠𝑝) = 𝑓(𝑃𝑠𝑝) − 𝑔(𝑃𝑠𝑝) 





2 + 2.81849𝑃𝑠𝑝 − 0.948486 ; 𝑃𝑠𝑝 ∈ [0.3,15] 
(63) 
 
Furthermore, the maximum downstream pressure offset can be calculated by taking the derivative of the 








+ 2.81849  ; 𝑃𝑠𝑝 ∈ [0.3,15] 
(64) 
 
By setting this derivative function to zero, solving for Psp (Psp =14.6mm (1dp)) and substituting this into 






= 0 , 𝑃𝑠𝑝 = 14.6𝑚𝑚 
∴ 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡(14.62709𝑚𝑚) = 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 18.7𝑚 
(65) 
 
From these equations above, the degree of offset can be categorised into three ranges: “Low Offset”, 
“Medium Offset” and “High Offset” (as seen in Equation 66). 
 
 
"𝐿𝑜𝑤 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡": 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 ≤ ±0.1𝑚 ; 𝑃𝑠𝑝 ∈ [0.3, 4] 
"𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡":±0.1𝑚 < 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 ≤ ±5𝑚 ; 𝑃𝑠𝑝 ∈ (4, 6.75] 
"𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡": 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 > ±5𝑚 ; 𝑃𝑠𝑝 ∈ (6.75,∞) 
(66) 




Therefore, for the dynamic PRV model to operate effectively, a Psp value should be selected from the 
“Low Offset” region. Accordingly, a Psp value to be used in the dynamic PRV simulations was selected at 
2.5mm to be used in the base model. Two other Psp values representing a 30% decrease (1.75mm) and 
30% increase (3.25mm) were also selected to be used as comparative pressure setpoints to the base model 
in further simulations. The classification of pressure setpoint ranges according to their offsets along with 
the selected pressure setpoint values to be used in the dynamic models can be observed in Figure 19. 
Additionally, the base model hpump value was chosen at 50m. This value lies within the upper median 
range of the trialled hpump values to ensure stability for comparison to hpump values ±20% (i.e. 40m and 
60m) of the base model. 
 
Within the low offset region, a linear equation seen in Equation 67 can be approximated as seen below. 
 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 3.253𝑃𝑠𝑝 − 0.732 ± 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑃𝑠𝑝) ;  𝑃𝑠𝑝 ∈ [0.3,15] (67) 
Figure 19: Outline of pressure setpoint offset regions from steady state modelling 




In terms of rotations of the adjustment screw with a tool (akin to Equation 12), the above equation can be 
conveyed in a more practical way as seen in Equation 68. 
 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 3.253(𝑙
𝜃
360°
) − 0.732 ± 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑃𝑠𝑝) ; 𝑃𝑠𝑝 ∈ [0.3,15] (68) 
 
Pressure setpoint offsets leading to the malfunction of PRV systems are well documented within industry 
and are one of the major reasons that PRVs in the field are treated with extreme care and caution (Van der 
Vaart, 2020; Hernich, 2020). As the pilot system represents a proportional only hydraulic controller, it is 
expected that offsets cannot be completely avoided. The most noticeable implication of these offsets on 
PRVs operated by Water Corporation in Perth is their malfunctioning at low PRV head losses which 
requires the “15- 20m” minimum contingency head loss as mentioned previously (Van der Vaart, 2020). 
Although the physical explanation for these offsets occurring is not entirely known, the model validates 
their behaviour well. Referring to Figure 20, the PRV operating with a high Psp value in the high offset 
region leads to a completely different performance characteristic than the preceding offset regions. This 
poorer performance characteristic occurs when the PRV head loss (ΔhPRV) ≤ 10m and corresponds to the 
observations of field PRVs as experienced by industry. 




An additional minor offset is experienced when changing the valve coefficients for both the alpha and 
beta network control valves. However, as these control valves are not the main subject of this study, have 
minimal offsets when compared to those occurring from pressure setpoint change in the PRV and are 
physically separate from the PRV system, they are not subjected to the same level of analysis as the major 
offsets described above (more information on these minor offsets can be viewed in Appendix 6).  
 
Further validation of the developed model is evident in the similarity of the main and pilot valve flow 
coefficients, as seen in Figure 21 and Figure 22, with literature findings as previously conveyed in Figure 
8 and Figure 11 respectively. Referring to Figure 22, the valve coefficient tends towards a constant value 
of 7.5x10-5 as the pilot valve displacement (xp) approaches infinity. This value represents the maximum 
pilot valve coefficient allowable within the physical pilot system and should be avoided in simulations as 
it is indicative of the pilot system overworking to a point of impracticality (i.e. unchanging valve 
coefficient). 
Figure 20: Outline of pressure setpoint offset regions from steady state modelling overlayed for PRV head loss 





























































































Figure 21: Main valve flow coefficient from PRV model 
Figure 22: Pilot valve flow coefficient from PRV model 
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4.2 Dynamic Simulations 
 After the steady state analyses were completed and the manipulated variables were assigned within their 
given ranges, dynamic simulations of the PRV system were undertaken. In accordance with the 
objectives, these simulations aimed to assess the behaviour of the model when changing its parameters 
along with the quantification of GHG emissions related to the operation of the PRV. 
 
4.2.1 Base Model 
The base model, effectively serving as the foundation of which all other dynamic simulations are 















Refer to Figure 23 to observe the pressure head profile of the base model where the initial pump head at 
the beginning of the network was set at 50m. This quantity is reduced to 47m as it enters the PRV system 
as the inlet pressure (hin) due to the major head losses of pipes 1 (hL,1 = 0.07m) and 2 (hL,2 = 0.17m), with 
Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.014 m
2 PRVCost 6549.000 $/year
Cv,α 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 54.570 MWh/year
Cv,β 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 2.500 mm
Cvm 2.58E-03 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 2.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 2.500 mm
Cvp 2.67E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.451 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 39.38 m q2 0.451 m
3/h
ΔPower 6.230 kW qc 2.7E-18 m
3/h
hc 29.730 m qm 58.230 m
3/h
hin 47.150 m tf 150.00 s
hL,1 0.065 m v1 2.060 m/s
hL,2 0.173 m v2 2.060 m/s
hL,3 0.216 m v3 2.060 m/s
hL,4 0.285 m v4 2.060 m/s
hout 7.770 m dxm/dt 5.37E-20 m/s
hpump 50.000 m xm 7.704 mm
ht 29.730 m xm,0 7.704 mm
PRVCO2 49.110 tons CO2/year xp 0.386 mm
Table 6: Data table from dynamic PRV base model 
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pipe 2 having more head loss due to its longer pipe length. Following from the steady state simulations, a 
pressure setpoint (Psp) of 2.5mm was set within the pilot system of the PRV which reduces the upstream 
pressure down to approximately 7.8m on the downstream side (hout) with no changes to control chamber 
nor T-junction pressures (hc and ht respectively) indicating a steady state system (as also evident from the 
flat/constant pressures for the whole simulation). 
 
Due to this steady behaviour, each of the valve/flow coefficients remain at a constant value as inferred 
from Table 6 with valve displacements of the main (xm) and pilot (xp) valves equalling 7.7mm and 
0.39mm respectively. Due to no dynamic behaviour of these valves, the flow within the PRV and across 
the network (qm) also remains constant at 58.2m3/h. All variables within the base model are indicated on 
the following plots within this section by dotted lines unless specified.  
 
4.2.2 Pressure Setpoint Variation 
Following from the base model, all parameters were kept identical with the exception of the pressure 
setpoint for the following simulations. Pressure setpoint change was modelled to occur at t = 55s (tuser) as 



























Control Chamber Pressure (hc)
T-Junction Pressure (ht)
Downstream Pressure (hout)
Figure 23: Base model steady pressure profile 
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per Equation 56 over a 10 second period (tchange) as were all changes to dynamic simulations with their 
respective parameter changes. Refer below to the pressure profile of the first simulation in Table 7 where 














This adjustment led to the closing of the pilot valve (i.e. decreasing the pilot valve’s displacement) from 
0.39mm (base model dotted line) to 0.36mm as seen in Figure 24. The pilot valve’s closure led to more 
pressure accumulating within the PRV’s upper control chamber and closing the main valve by decreasing 
its displacement from 7.7mm to 6.8mm as seen in Figure 25. These events resulted in the decreasing of 
the downstream pressure to a new value of 5.1m as conveyed in Figure 26. To compensate this pressure 
change, the upstream pressure increased to a new steady value of 48.1m along with the control chamber 
and T-junction pressures both increasing to 30.2m. Accordingly, flow within the system also decreased 




Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.013 m
2 PRVCost 6101.000 $/year
Cv,α 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 50.840 MWh/year
Cv,β 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 1.750 mm
Cvm 2.00E-03 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 2.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 1.750 mm
Cvp 2.54E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.457 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 43.00 m q2 0.457 m
3/h
ΔPower 5.522 kW qc 1.7E-18 m
3/h
hc 30.190 m qm 47.270 m
3/h
hin 48.120 m tf 150.00 s
hL,1 0.043 m v1 1.672 m/s
hL,2 0.114 m v2 1.672 m/s
hL,3 0.143 m v3 1.672 m/s
hL,4 0.188 m v4 1.672 m/s
hout 5.120 m dxm/dt 3.67E-20 m/s
hpump 50.000 m xm 6.761 mm
ht 30.190 m xm,0 7.704 mm
PRVCO2 45.750 tons CO2/year xp 0.362 mm
Table 7: Data table from Pressure setpoint decrease simulation 


















































































Figure 24: Pilot valve displacement profile for setpoint decrease 
Figure 25: Main valve displacement profile for setpoint decrease 



















































Control Chamber Pressure (hc)
T-Junction Pressure (ht)
Downstream Pressure (hout)
Figure 27: Pressure profile of setpoint decrease simulation 
Figure 26: Flow profile of pressure setpoint decrease simulation 
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Conversely, when the pressure setpoint is instead increased by 30% to 3.25mm (data in Table 8), the pilot 
valve opens to a displacement of 0.41mm (Figure 28). This opening induces a pressure drop within the 
pilot valve and allows flow to permit from the PRV control chamber and through the pilot system; 
displacing the main valve to an 8.6mm steady value as seen in Figure 29. The opened valve then allows 
for the downstream pressure to increase to 10.4m with pressure changes also observable on the upstream 
side (46.17m) and the eventual steady value of 29.5m for the control chamber and T-junction pressures as 
represented in Figure 30. Along with the downstream pressure increase, these actions allow for the 


















Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.014 m
2 PRVCost 6754.000 $/year
Cv,α 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 56.280 MWh/year
Cv,β 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 3.250 mm
Cvm 3.13E-03 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 2.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 3.250 mm
Cvp 2.80E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.440 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 35.75 m q2 0.440 m
3/h
ΔPower 6.551 kW qc -1.7E-19 m
3/h
hc 29.540 m qm 67.450 m
3/h
hin 46.170 m tf 150.00 s
hL,1 0.087 m v1 2.386 m/s
hL,2 0.023 m v2 2.386 m/s
hL,3 0.290 m v3 2.386 m/s
hL,4 0.383 m v4 2.386 m/s
hout 10.424 m dxm/dt -3.19E-21 m/s
hpump 50.000 m xm 8.556 mm
ht 29.540 m xm,0 7.704 mm
PRVCO2 50.640 tons CO2/year xp 0.409 mm
Table 8: Data table for setpoint increase simulation 


















































































Figure 29: Main valve displacement profile for setpoint increase simulation 
Figure 28: Pilot valve displacement for setpoint increase simulation 










































Control Chamber Pressure (hc)
T-Junction Pressure (ht)
Downstream Pressure (hout)




















Figure 30: Pressure profile for setpoint increase simulation 
Figure 31: Flow profile for setpoint increase simulation 
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The dynamic behaviour of the modelled PRV as a standalone system responding to changes in pressure 
setpoints are characteristic of changes to PRV dynamics as found in literature (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2003; 
Khezzar, Harous, & Benayoune, 2001; Meniconi S. , et al., 2015) and industry (Van der Vaart, 2020; 
Hernich, 2020), providing more validation to the developed model. 
 
4.2.3 PRV Disturbance Rejection Study 
Along with effective pressure reduction, PRVs are also relied upon in WDNs for their disturbance 
rejection capacity from upstream and downstream pressure variations. These variations usually occur in a 
WDN when water is consumed at different points within the network. The following subsections provide 
an assessment of the modelled PRV as a disturbance rejection device for different scenarios when the 
pump, alpha control valve and beta control valve components within the developed WDN have their 
parameters changed (with respect to the base model) to represent water consumption or provision within 
the network where specified. 
 
4.2.3.1 Network Pump Variation 
The first set of disturbance rejection simulations involved the manipulation of the pump’s pressure head 
value; responsible for the provision of driving force pressure through the WDN with flow drawn from the 
initial reservoir (Figure 32). This disturbance variable was decreased by 20% (50m to 40m) from the base 
model as seen in Table 9. Responding to this decrease in upstream pressure, the PRV main valve 
displacement increased to 8.3mm as seen in Figure 33, opening to allow a pressure increase on the 
downstream side. The PRV’s pressure profile (Figure 34) reflected this change as the upstream pressure 
of the PRV decreased to 37m. The control chamber and T-junction pressures also decreased to 26m whilst 
the downstream pressure remained almost entirely unaffected by the change, decreasing only by a 
marginal 0.07m. For practical purposes, the PRV acts well as a disturbance rejection device in this 
scenario as the downstream pressure does not deviate significantly from its predetermined value as 
dictated by the pressure setpoint. 
 
 


















Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.014 m
2 hpump,user1 40.000 m
Cv,α 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 ht 23.550 m
Cvα,standard 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCO2 41.750 tons CO2/year
Cvα,user 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCost 5566.000 $/year
Cvβ 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 46.380 MWh/year
Cvβ,standard 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 2.500 mm
Cvβ,user 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 2.500 mm
Cvm 2.97E-03 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 2.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.399 m
3/h
Cvp 2.78E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q2 0.399 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 29.48 m qc 3.2E-19 m
3/h
ΔPower 4.641 kW qm 57.960 m
3/h
hc 23.550 m tf 150.00 s
hin 37.170 m v1 2.050 m/s
hL,1 0.064 m v2 2.050 m/s
hL,2 0.171 m v3 2.050 m/s
hL,3 0.214 m v4 2.050 m/s
hL,4 0.283 m dxm/dt 6.30E-21 m/s
hout 7.697 m xm 8.302 mm
hpump 40.000 m xm,0 7.704 mm
hpump,standard 50.000 m xp 0.406 mm
Figure 32: Pump pressure disturbance variable outline in developed WDN 
Table 9: Data table for pump pressure decrease simulations 












































































Figure 34: Main valve displacement profile for pump pressure decrease simulation 
Figure 33: Pressure profile for pump pressure decrease simulation 




Referring to Table 10, when the pump pressure is instead increased by 20% to 60m the main valve closes 
(7.3mm displacement) to restrict flow causing a pressure increase on the downstream side of the PRV as 
seen in Figure 35. In this simulation, the difference in main valve displacement to the base model (-
0.428m) compared to the previous simulation’s displacement change (+0.598m) conveys a non-linear 
response in main valve displacement to a linear change in the pump disturbance variable. This non-
uniform change in magnitude is most noticeably due to the non-linear flow equations inherent within the 















Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.013 m
2 hpump,user1 60.000 m
Cv,α 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 ht 36.000 m
Cvα,standard 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCO2 56.520 tons CO2/year
Cvα,user 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCost 7536.000 $/year
Cvβ 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 62.800 MWh/year
Cvβ,standard 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 2.500 mm
Cvβ,user 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 2.500 mm
Cvm 2.31E-03 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 2.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.496 m
3/h
Cvp 2.60E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q2 0.496 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 49.31 m qc 1.6E-18 m
3/h
ΔPower 7.826 kW qm 58.420 m
3/h
hc 36.000 m tf 150.00 s
hin 57.130 m v1 2.066 m/s
hL,1 0.065 m v2 2.066 m/s
hL,2 0.174 m v3 2.066 m/s
hL,3 0.218 m v4 2.066 m/s
hL,4 0.287 m dxm/dt 3.36E-20 m/s
hout 7.819 m xm 7.276 mm
hpump 60.000 m xm,0 7.704 mm
hpump,standard 50.000 m xp 0.373 mm
Table 10: Data table for pump increase simulation 
















Despite this non-linearity, by referring to Figure 36, the PRV model simulates effective disturbance 
rejection for the downstream pressure profile as the upstream, control chamber and T-junction pressures 
all increase to a new steady state value in response to the pump’s pressure increase. The minor offsets in 
the downstream pressure for both pump simulations were -0.073m (pump decrease) and +0.049m (pump 
increase). The difference in these offsets despite a linear change in pump pressure increase/decrease is 
expected and previously explained by the steady state simulations; higher pump pressures behave better in 
the model than lower pump pressures.  
 









































Figure 35: Main valve displacement for pump pressure increase simulation 





Although these simulations had minimal offsets that are acceptable for industrial purposes (Van der 
Vaart, 2020), if a PRV is operated without knowledge of the relationships conveyed in the steady state 
analyses then large offsets in downstream pressure could cause PRV malfunction and damage to the 
downstream WDN. To illustrate this, another simulation was conducted with a high constant pressure 
setpoint of 12.5mm in the “high offset” region (different from the base model) with a pump decrease from 
60m to 40m. Parameters for this simulation can be observed within Table 11.  
 





























Control Chamber Pressure (hc)
T-Junction Pressure (ht)
Downstream Pressure (hout)
Figure 36: Pressure profile for pump pressure increase simulation 
















The pressure profile for this simulation can be seen in Figure 37 and showcases a considerable offset of in 
downstream pressure of -18m with respect to its previous steady value. This offset value was correctly 
verified with Equation 63, validating the relationship between the steady state and dynamic PRV models. 
Furthermore, in this simulation, it can be observed that the pump’s pressure head decreases to a value 
(30m) below the initial downstream pressure of the PRV (37m). As the supply pressure is physically 
lower than the desired downstream pressure, the pilot control system cannot physically open far enough to 
modulate the main valve system for effective downstream pressure control. The capacity for the pilot 
valve to open is fundamentally dictated by its valve coefficient which can be considered its permittance of 
flow allowability through the pilot valve control system. Referring to Figure 38, it can be observed that 
this valve coefficient approaches its maximum point at the 7.5x10-5 constant (as mentioned in Figure 11) 
corresponding to a maximum pilot valve displacement of 7.4mm as observed in Figure 39.  
Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.057 m
2 hpump,user1 30.000 m
Cv,α 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 ht 19.250 m
Cvα,standard 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCO2 15.370 tons CO2/year
Cvα,user 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCost 2049.000 $/year
Cvβ 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 17.080 MWh/year
Cvβ,standard 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 12.500 mm
Cvβ,user 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 12.500 mm
Cvm 1.18E-02 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 12.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.214 m
3/h
Cvp 7.53E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q2 0.214 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 4.53 m qc 6.6E-06 m
3/h
ΔPower 1.109 kW qm 90.170 m
3/h
hc 19.250 m tf 150.00 s
hin 23.160 m v1 3.189 m/s
hL,1 0.156 m v2 3.189 m/s
hL,2 0.415 m v3 3.189 m/s
hL,3 0.518 m v4 3.189 m/s
hL,4 0.684 m dxm/dt 3.18E-08 m/s
hout 18.629 m xm 22.594 mm
hpump 30.000 m xm,0 22.498 mm
hpump,standard 60.000 m xp 7.412 mm
Table 11: Pump offset data table 

























































Figure 37: Pump offset pressure profile 
Figure 38: Pilot valve coefficient for pump offset simulation 




4.2.3.2 Network Control Valve Variation 
The final set of disturbance rejection simulations focused on altering the parameters of the alpha and beta 
control valves as seen in Figure 40. In these instances, the valve coefficients of each network valve were 
the disturbance variables which represented changes to water demand within the WDN by permitting or 
restricting flow through the WDN. In the base model, the valve coefficients for the alpha and beta control 
valve was set to 1 m3/s·m-0.5 and 0.6 m3/s·m-0.5 respectively. 
 
 



































Figure 39: Pilot valve displacement profile for pump offset simulation 
Figure 40: WDN outline of control valve disturbance variables 
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4.2.3.2.1 Alpha Control Valve Variation 
Relating the developed WDN and PRV model to practicality, the alpha control valve can be considered as 
the change in water demand permitting towards the PRV from the upstream side. Changes to the upstream 
demand directly affects the performance of the PRV which must actuate to accommodate these respective 
demand changes. The first simulation done to manipulate the alpha control valve’s flow coefficient was to 
increase the coefficient by 50% (from 1 m3/s·m-0.5 to 1.5 m3/s·m-0.5). Data from the simulation can be seen 
in Table 12 where the increase in valve coefficient can be considered analogous as opening the alpha 
control valve to permit more flow through it and decrease the head loss across the valve (Equation 24). 
Responding to this change in the WDN, the PRV actuates to close the main valve (to 7.63mm 
displacement) and restrict more flow to maintain the downstream pressure as seen in Figure 41 and Figure 
42. In this example the PRV acts as an effective disturbance rejection device with minimal changes to the 
downstream pressure. The minor offsets in downstream pressure from alpha control valve manipulation 
have been predicted from steady state modelling (refer to Appendix 6) but are not significant to be 















Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.014 m
2 hpump,user1 50.000 m
Cv,α 1.500 m
3/s · m-0.5 ht 30.640 m
Cvα,standard 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCO2 50.200 tons CO2/year
Cvα,user 1.500 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCost 6693.000 $/year
Cvβ 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 55.780 MWh/year
Cvβ,standard 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 2.500 mm
Cvβ,user 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 2.500 mm
Cvm 2.53E-03 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 2.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.458 m
3/h
Cvp 2.66E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q2 0.458 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 40.82 m qc -6.3E-21 m
3/h
ΔPower 6.462 kW qm 58.260 m
3/h
hc 30.640 m tf 150.00 s
hin 48.600 m v1 2.061 m/s
hL,1 0.065 m v2 2.061 m/s
hL,2 0.173 m v3 2.061 m/s
hL,3 0.216 m v4 2.061 m/s
hL,4 0.286 m dxm/dt -1.27E-22 m/s
hout 7.778 m xm 7.633 mm
hpump 50.000 m xm,0 7.704 mm
hpump,standard 50.000 m xp 0.384 mm
Table 12: Alpha control valve increase data table 














































































Figure 41: Main valve displacement profile for alpha valve coefficient increase 
Figure 42: Pressure profile for alpha valve coefficient increase 
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Conversely, when the alpha control valve flow coefficient is instead decreased by 50% (from 1 m3/s·m-0.5 
to 0.5 m3/s·m-0.5) as seen in Table 13, the opposite occurs due to the increased flow restriction through the 
WDN and head loss across the alpha valve increases. The PRV’s main valve opens (increasing the 
displacement to 8.15mm) to allow more flow through the PRV so that the downstream pressure can be 
maintained according to the pressure setpoint as seen in Figure 43. This maintaining of the downstream 
pressure is visualised in Figure 44 which also displays the decrease in the PRV’s upstream and control 
pressures (to 39m and 25m respectively). In both instances of the alpha control valve’s disturbance 
variable change, the PRV acts as an effective disturbance rejection device. It should also be noted that in 
both previous simulations, there was minimal changes to the flow rate through the WDN due to the PRV 

















Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.014 m
2 hpump,user1 50.000 m
Cv,α 0.500 m
3/s · m-0.5 ht 24.900 m
Cvα,standard 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCO2 43.430 tons CO2/year
Cvα,user 0.500 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCost 5791.000 $/year
Cvβ 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 48.260 MWh/year
Cvβ,standard 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 2.500 mm
Cvβ,user 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 2.500 mm
Cvm 2.87E-03 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 2.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.411 m
3/h
Cvp 2.75E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q2 0.411 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 31.65 m qc -6.5E-19 m
3/h
ΔPower 4.991 kW qm 58.030 m
3/h
hc 24.900 m tf 150.00 s
hin 39.370 m v1 2.052 m/s
hL,1 0.064 m v2 2.052 m/s
hL,2 0.172 m v3 2.052 m/s
hL,3 0.215 m v4 2.052 m/s
hL,4 0.283 m dxm/dt -1.28E-20 m/s
hout 7.716 m xm 8.149 mm
hpump 50.000 m xm,0 7.704 mm
hpump,standard 50.000 m xp 0.401 mm
Table 13: Alpha valve coefficient decrease data table 































































































Control Chamber Pressure (hc)
T-Junction Pressure (ht)
Downstream Pressure (hout)
Figure 43: Main valve displacement profile for alpha valve decrease 
Figure 44: Pressure profile for alpha valve increase 
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4.2.3.2.2 Beta Control Valve Variation 
Variations to the beta control valve’s flow coefficient in the model can be analogised to changes in water 
demand downstream of the PRV (i.e. in neighbourhood households) which produces changes in flow 
demand and pressure. Similar to demand changes upstream of the PRV, changes to the downstream 
demand also must lead to PRV actuation so that it can remain effective to maintain the downstream 
pressure according to the pressure setpoint. The first test was done to increase the beta control valve flow 
coefficient by 50% (from 0.6 m3/s·m-0.5 to 0.9 m3/s·m-0.5), analogous to the downstream “neighbourhood” 
demanding more water, which can be seen in Table 14. This change led to the increase of flowrate 
throughout the WDN from 58m3/h to 83m3/h as seen in Figure 45. To accommodate this change in 
flowrate, the PRV main valve increased its opening to 9.6mm to allow more flow through the WDN 
(Figure 46) whilst still maintaining the downstream pressure according to the setpoint with a minimal and 
allowable offset as seen in Figure 47. Interestingly, the minor offsets in downstream pressure from beta 
control valve manipulation (as predicted from steady state modelling; refer to Appendix 6) are higher than 
those observed for alpha control valve manipulation (but are still not significant to be considered for 














Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.015 m
2 hpump,user1 50.000 m
Cv,α 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 ht 26.290 m
Cvα,standard 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCO2 58.540 tons CO2/year
Cvα,user 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCost 7806.000 $/year
Cvβ 0.900 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 65.050 MWh/year
Cvβ,standard 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 2.500 mm
Cvβ,user 0.900 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 2.500 mm
Cvm 3.81E-03 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 2.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.457 m
3/h
Cvp 2.94E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q2 0.457 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 36.60 m qc 6.5E-19 m
3/h
ΔPower 8.259 kW qm 83.050 m
3/h
hc 26.290 m tf 150.00 s
hin 44.190 m v1 2.937 m/s
hL,1 0.132 m v2 2.937 m/s
hL,2 0.352 m v3 2.937 m/s
hL,3 0.440 m v4 2.937 m/s
hL,4 0.580 m dxm/dt 1.19E-20 m/s
hout 7.590 m xm 9.555 mm
hpump 50.000 m xm,0 7.704 mm
hpump,standard 50.000 m xp 0.435 mm
Table 14: Beta valve coefficient increase data table 















































Figure 45: Flow profile for beta valve coefficient increase 
Figure 46: Main valve displacement profile for beta valve increase simulation 














When this valve coefficient is instead decreased by 50% to 0.3 m3/s·m-0.5 (simulation data observable in 
Table 15), the flow rate through the WDN decreases to 30 m3/h as seen in Figure 48. This change can be 
considered as the downstream “neighbourhood” demanding less water for consumption (i.e. turning off 
showers, taps and irrigation etc.). In response, the main valve within the PRV modulates to close to 
5.5mm displacement (Figure 49), restrict flow and thus maintain the downstream pressure as dictated by 
the pressure setpoint. In this simulation, as with the others in this section, the downstream pressure is 
effectively maintained with minimal offset that could be considered significant, as seen in Figure 50, 
given the changes to each disturbance variable. In both beta control valve disturbance simulations, there 
was a significant change in flowrate when compared with the alpha control valve disturbance simulations 
alongside a greater change in main valve displacement (for both increasing and decreasing scenarios). 
This change in flowrate and increased sensitivity is attributed to the location of the network valves with 
respect to the PRV. The beta control valve, located between the PRV and the WDN outlet, is more 
associated with water distribution to the WDN outlet (simplified to atmospheric pressure) and is 
responsible for a higher head loss than the alpha control valve. It should also be noted that the range of 
these changes (i.e. ±50%) for both simulations (along with all other disturbance rejection simulations) 
produced dynamic changes within the PRV system by altering the control pressures and valve 
displacements whilst actively having little effect on disturbing the downstream pressure variable. That is 



























Control Chamber Pressure (hc)
T-Junction Pressure (ht)
Downstream Pressure (hout)
Figure 47: Pressure profile for beta valve coefficient increase simulation 
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to say, the change in disturbance variable still influenced other components of the PRV system which 























Parameter Value [Units] Parameter Value [Units] 
a2 0.012 m
2 hpump,user1 50.000 m
Cv,α 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 ht 33.430 m
Cvα,standard 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCO2 35.960 tons CO2/year
Cvα,user 1.000 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVCost 4794.000 $/year
Cvβ 0.300 m
3/s · m-0.5 PRVPower 39.950 MWh/year
Cvβ,standard 0.600 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp 2.500 mm
Cvβ,user 0.300 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,standard 2.500 mm
Cvm 1.31E-03 m
3/s · m-0.5 Psp,user 2.500 mm
Cvnv,out 1.85E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q1 0.429 m
3/h
Cvp 2.36E-05 m
3/s · m-0.5 q2 0.429 m
3/h
ΔhPRV 41.26 m qc 3.5E-18 m
3/h
ΔPower 3.389 kW qm 30.230 m
3/h
hc 33.430 m tf 150.00 s
hin 49.230 m v1 1.069 m/s
hL,1 0.017 m v2 1.069 m/s
hL,2 0.047 m v3 1.069 m/s
hL,3 0.058 m v4 1.069 m/s
hL,4 0.077 m dxm/dt 7.94E-20 m/s
hout 7.969 m xm 5.453 mm
hpump 50.000 m xm,0 7.704 mm
hpump,standard 50.000 m xp 0.332 mm




















Table 15: Beta valve coefficient decrease data table 
Figure 48: Flow profile for beta valve coefficient decrease 



















































































Control Chamber Pressure (hc)
T-Junction Pressure (ht)
Downstream Pressure (hout)
Figure 49: Main valve displacement profile for beta valve coefficient decrease 
Figure 50: Pressure profile for beta valve decrease simulation 




4.2.4 Energy Absorption Analytics 
In terms of quantifying the power absorbed from the permitting fluid in the PRV to the main valve 
system, any PRV profile can be used. Referring back to Figure 31, the power absorbed by the PRV can be 
overlayed on the flow profile conveying the Equation 58 relationship which states that an increase in the 
head loss (or pressure differential) of the PRV and flow permitting through the system is proportional to 
an increase in the power absorbed. This can be visualised in Figure 51 where the change in the pressure 
setpoint has led to an increase in the flowrate through the PRV system, and therefore, more energy 
transfer from the permitting fluid to the PRV to be dissipated within the valve’s body. Referring to Table 
8, this energy per second is quantified at 6.55kW after the pressure setpoint change by the end of the 
model (tf = 150), an increase of 0.3W from the initial steady state of the base model. 
 
By following the methodology (Section 3.3) and using the energy tariff and carbon/GHG emissions factor 
associated with the IWSS for practical relatability (𝛺 = 0.9 kg CO2/kWh and 𝜏 = $0.12/kWh 
respectively), the annual power absorption that the selected PRV with the given flow and pressure profile 
would be 56MWh/year at maximum (Table 8). The electricity generation cost associated with this power 
























































Figure 51: Power absorbed from pressure setpoint increase flow profile simulation 
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usage is $6754/year and a GHG emissions total of approximately 51 tons of CO2/year for the singular 
PRV. By plotting this data, a linear relationship for both the operational cost and GHG emissions 
associated with the PRV’s power absorption can be visualised as seen in Figure 52. 
 
As most PRVs that are used in industry are hydraulically operated (i.e. no power supply), Figure 52 
conveys a counterintuitive representation of the true operational costs of PRVs beyond those reserved just 
for general maintenance of PRV systems. Considering the fact that most WDNs have numerous PRVs 
(the IWSS has over 100), the true operational cost and carbon footprint of PRVs are far higher than 
previously anticipated. For example, assuming a WDN exists with 100 PRVs (as based loosely on the 
IWSS) all with the same standard pressure and flow profile as the above example then the annual 
monetary cost of the PRVs within the example WDN would be $672,000/year and the ‘carbon cost’ 
would be 5040 tons CO2/year; a significant cost which should not be overlooked by any water service 
provider. Whilst the example provided is used as an exercise to estimate the true cost of having PRVs in a 
WDN it is important to note that most PRVs found in any WDN have different pressure and flow profiles, 
so the estimated quantities for a given WDN would vary depending on the applications of their respective 
PRV system profiles. Equation 59 and Equation 60 in the methodology are expressed as summation 
Figure 52: PRV Power absorption, GHG emissions and Operational cost association plot 
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equations so that power absorption data can be entered for any number of PRVs with differing pressure 
and flow profiles to obtain a better representation of the associated PRV costs. It should also be noted that 
PRVs require some differential pressure to ensure pressure reduction as their main function. So, whilst 
minimisation of the outlined PRV operational costs should be pursued from an economic and 
environmental standpoint by water service providers, it is physically impossible to achieve zero related 
emissions or operational costs for the PRVs in a WDN. Time constraints and inconveniences due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic prevented this analysis on the PRVs found in Water Corporation’s IWSS system 
and no literature is available to compare with these analytics due to their originality.  
 
5.0 Conclusion 
In this thesis paper, the development and analytics of steady state and dynamic PRV mathematical models 
created to represent conventional PRVs as seen in industry was successfully undertaken. Along with 
effectively simulating the standalone dynamics of PRV operation by manipulating the pressure setpoint 
within the pilot control system, the modelled PRV exhibits behaviour validated both by literature and 
industry reference. Downstream pressure offsets and low head loss complications as experienced by 
industry (most notably within Perth’s IWSS) was successfully simulated and quantified within the 
models. The offsets attributed to higher PRV pressure setpoints as modelled with a DN100 NGE90-01 
PRV were related to the low head loss issues of PRVs (i.e. when PRV head loss ≤ 10m) and classified 
into three distinct categories. Changes to pump supply pressure and control valve flow coefficients to 
simulate changes in water demand within the developed WDN showcased the PRV as an effective 
disturbance rejection device, further validating the PRV models. Equations to predict and quantify any 
PRV offsets in the downstream pressure, either as a result from pressure setpoint changes or disturbance 
inputs, were formulated and provided within the paper. Furthermore, original work done to relate 
hydraulically controlled PRVs and GHG emissions was completed which enables water service providers 
to estimate the true financial and environmental costs of PRVs within their WDNs. However, due to 
COVID-19 complications and time restraints, this work was unable to be validated with industry.  
 
The models created can presumably be adapted to any PRV. Whilst further work can be done to refine the 
models developed within this thesis paper, they provide an excellent basis for academia and industry alike 
when analysing PRVs and estimating the commonly overlooked GHG emissions associated with water 
distribution.  




5.1 Study Aim and Objectives Addressed 
The conclusions based on the aims of this study are: 
1. Develop a PRV model to run steady state and dynamic simulations. 
Two PRV models were developed to run steady state and dynamic simulations respectively as 
based on literature findings and first principles. These models ran effectively and independently 
of one another with relatable behaviour which was used in model assessment. 
 
2. Assess PRV model behaviour 
a) Conduct a parametric study of PRV pressure setpoints at steady state to assess model 
robustness and define suitable operating ranges. 
Steady state PRV simulations were ran and utilised to infer pressure setpoints for the 
dynamic models so that offsets undesirable by industry were mitigated. From these 
simulations, a classification of PRV performance with regards to its pressure setpoint 
offsets was developed to define suitable operating ranges as follows: 
 
• "Low Offset": Offset(Psp) ≤ ±0.1m ; Psp ∈ [0.3, 4] 
• "Medium Offset":±0.1m < Offset(Psp) ≤ ±5m ; Psp ∈ (4, 6.75] 
• "High Offset": Offset(Psp) > ±5m ; Psp ∈ (6.75,∞) 
 
b) Assess the PRV’s dynamic response to pressure setpoint changes. 
The modelled PRV responds as expected to pressure setpoint changes which is validated 
by literature and industry contacts. Numerous PRV parameters, such as the main valve 
and pilot valve displacements, along with the flow rate and pressure profiles are 
presented and respond accordingly to pressure setpoint changes.   
 
c) Assess the modelled PRV as a disturbance rejection device by changing network 
variables. 
Changes to the WDN pump supply pressure and valve coefficients of both alpha and beta 
control valves were made to provide disturbance to the PRV system. Despite 
considerable changes to these disturbance variables, the PRV performed as an effective 
disturbance rejection device in all scenarios with negligible offsets to the downstream 
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pressure as validated by industry. Furthermore, the offset classifications formulated as 
part of the steady state simulations were validated for the PRV model by directly 
quantifying the offset experienced in dynamic simulations. 
 
3. Quantify the energy losses from PRV operation within the modelled system including the 
monetary operational costs ($/year) and related GHG emissions (tons GHG/year): 
Both annualised monetary and environmental costs were quantified within a theoretical WDN 
based on the IWSS in which the energy analytics related to all PRV operations (that is commonly 
unaccounted for by water service providers) totalled $672,000/year and 5040 tons CO2/year. A 
relationship between PRV operational factors and these costs was devised for water service 
providers to estimate the operational costs and related GHG emissions of all PRVs in their 
respective WDNs. However, due to COVID19 inconveniences, further analyses with Water 
Corporation on their specific PRV energy losses were unable to be completed to validate the 
findings and relationships found. 
 
5.2 Summary of Future Work and Closing Summary 
For a better understanding of all PRVs and additional model validation, it is advised that the model is 
adapted to those PRVs manufactured from different suppliers (i.e. other than Cla-Val). Theoretically, the 
model can be adapted to any single chamber diaphragm PRV, but other unaccounted issues with PRV 
operation, such as hydraulic lockout, would be better analysed with a functional model. Furthermore, 
refining the models to better estimate true dynamic behaviour of PRVs can be undertaken. Work in this 
area includes the implementation of non-ideal springs in the main and pilot valve systems, a sensitivity 
analysis on the pilot control system and/or adapting the model to alternative PRVs (mentioned in 
Appendix 2). Additionally, a major project investigating PRV energy recovery devices (i.e. upstream 
hydraulic turbines (etc.)) to recover some of the energy lost due to main valve actuation can be done 
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7.1 Appendix 1 – List of Variables and Notation 
Refer below to the nomenclature used throughout this thesis: 
Symbol Parameter [Units] 
A1 Pipe 1 Area m2 
A2 Pipe 2 Area m2 
A3 Pipe 3 Area m2 
A4 Pipe 4 Area m2 
a1 Main Valve Underside Area mm2 
a2 Main Valve Overside Area mm2 
aα Alpha Control Valve Area m2 
aβ Beta Control Valve Area m2 
ap Pilot Valve Diaphragm Area m2 
avfo Fixed Orifice Area m2 
avnv Needle Valve Area m2 
c Setpoint Constant m 
Cv,α Alpha Control Valve Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cvα,standard Standard Alpha Control Valve Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cvα,user User Alpha Control Valve Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cv,β Beta Control Valve Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cvβ,standard Standard Beta Control Valve Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cvβ,user User Beta Control Valve Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cvfo Fixed Orifice Valve Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cvm Main Valve Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cvnv,in Inflow Needle Valve Flow Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cvnv,out Outflow Needle Valve Flow Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
Cvp Pilot Valve Flow Coefficient m3/s · m-0.5 
D1 Pipe 1 Diameter m 
D2 Pipe 2 Diameter m 
D3 Pipe 3 Diameter m 
D4 Pipe 4 Diameter m 
ΔE Specific Potential Energy J/kg 
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ΔhPRV PRV Head loss m 
ΔPower PRV Power Dissipation kW 
f Darcy Wiesbach friction factor - 
fk Valve friction factor - 
g Gravitational Acceleration m/s2 
hatm Atmospheric Pressure m 
hc PRV Control Chamber Pressure m 
hin PRV Inflow/Upstream Pressure m 
hL,1 Pipe 1 Frictional Head loss m 
hL,2 Pipe 2 Frictional Head loss m 
hL,3 Pipe 3 Frictional Head loss m 
hL,4 Pipe 4 Frictional Head loss m 
hout PRV Outflow/Downstream Pressure m 
hpump Pump Pressure Head m 
hpump,standard Standard Pump Pressure Head m 
hpump,user User Pump Pressure Head m 
hsp Pressure Setpoint m 
ht PRV T-Junction Pressure Head m 
hturbine Turbine Pressure Head m 
Kspr Pilot Spring Constant N/m 
l Adjustment Screw Lead m 
λ Setpoint Proportionality Constant - 
L1 Pipe 1 Length m 
L2 Pipe 2 Length m 
L3 Pipe 3 Length m 
L4 Pipe 4 Length m 
mm Mass of Main Valve Element kg 
mp Mass of Pilot Valve Element kg 
Offset PRV's Pressure Setpoint Offset m 
OffsetMax PRV's Maximum Pressure Setpoint Offset m 
φ PRV Main Valve Tilt ° 
PRVCO2 Annual PRV-related CO2 (GHG) Emissions tons CO2/year 
PRVCost Annual PRV-related Operational Cost $/year 
PRVPower Annual PRV-related Power Dissipation MWh/year 
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Psp Adjustment Screw Displacement (For Pressure 
Setpoint) 
mm 
Psp,standard Standard Adjustment Screw Displacement mm 
Psp,user User Adjustment Screw Displacement mm 
q1 Upstream PRV Pressure Line Flow m3/h 
q2 Downstream PRV pressure line flow m3/h 
±qc PRV Control Chamber Flow m3/h 
qm Network/PRV Flow m3/h 
ρ Density of Water kg/m3 
θ Adjustment Screw Rotation ° 
tf Model Time s 
v1 Pipe 1 Velocity m/s 
v2 Pipe 2 Velocity m/s 
v3 Pipe 3 Velocity m/s 
v4 Pipe 4 Velocity m/s 
dxm/dt Main Valve Velocity m/s 
xm Main Valve Displacement mm 
xm,0 Main Valve Displacement (Model Initial Condition) mm 
xp Pilot Valve Displacement mm 
Table 16: Thesis Nomenclature 
 
7.2 Appendix 2 – Alternative PRVs 
The following section outlines the market available PRVs that are deemed “alternative”, as being 
unconventional, when compared to the widespread use of standardised single chamber diaphragm 
actuated PRVs as relayed in the main thesis paper. 
 
7.2.1 Double Chamber PRVs 
Observe Figure 53 to contrast the double chamber pressure reducing valve (DCV) to the SCV (breakdown 
of labels can be observed in Table 17). With DCVs, the primary control chamber [3] only receives 
upstream flow from the “3-way” pilot system [6] and releases pressure through the vent port [14] when 
downstream pressure is lower than the setpoint. Additionally, by removing the integral orifice to the 
lower control chamber from the downstream outlet, a partition is added between the flow in the valve and 
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the bottom part of the valve actuator to create an independent and additional secondary control chamber 
[9] at atmospheric pressure (hatm) with an atmospheric orifice [10] (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015c). 
Component Label Description 
Figure 53: Double Chamber PRV component diagram (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015e) 
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Needle Valve [1] Valve used for excess water 
drainage 
Upstream Pressure Line [2] Relays upstream pressure to 
pilot control system. 
Primary Control Chamber [3] Permits a space for pressure 
impact onto the diaphragm and 
allows for valve movement. 
Diaphragm [4] Partitions the upper and lower 
control chambers. 
Main Valve Plug [5] Restricts flow to allow pressure 
changes downstream 
Pilot Control System ‘Pilot’ (3-
way) 
[6] Determines pressure setpoint 
and monitors pressure streams 
Downstream Pressure Line [7] Relays downstream pressure to 
pilot control system. 
Pilot Valve [8] Valve used for upstream 
pressure/chamber regulation 
Secondary Control Chamber 
‘Atmospheric Chamber’ 
[9] Permits a space for atmospheric 
pressure impact onto the 
diaphragm and allows for valve 
movement. 
Atmospheric Orifice [10] Allows for atmospheric flow to 
enter the lower control chamber. 
Valve Seat [11] Allows valve closure by creating 
a seal between the valve inlet 
and outlet streams. 
Strainer [12] A small filter cartridge 
apparatus to remove any 
impurities. 
 Main Valve Shaft [13] Shaft assembly used for valve 
actuation 
Vent Port [14] Orifice used to discharge 
pressure from the primary 
control chamber 
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Internal Seal [15] Seal used to separate 
atmospheric chamber from PRV 
outlet 
Upstream Pressure hin Preceding pressure originating 
from trunklines in a WDN 
Downstream Pressure Head hout The successive pressure within 
the sub-network of a WDN. 
Control Chamber Pressure Head hc Pressure within the primary 
control chamber 
Atmospheric Pressure Head hatm Atmospheric pressure within the 
secondary control chamber 
Pressure Setpoint  Psp The desired/set downstream 
pressure head 
Upstream Pressure Flow q1 Flow from the PRV inlet to the 
pilot system 
Control Chamber Flow ±qc Flow to or from the upper 
control chamber to the pilot 
system 
Downstream Pressure Flow q2 Flow from the pilot system to 
the PRV outlet 
Main Valve Flow qm Flow propagating through the 
underside of the main valve 
Discharge Flow qv Flow discharged from the 
control chamber 
Table 17: Double chamber PRV component breakdown table 
In a DCV, the underside of the valve diaphragm is partitioned from the downstream flow by the 
secondary control chamber to provide a different pressure differential characteristic with reference to a 
standard SCV. Drawing from Equation 10, the downstream pressure usually acting on the underside of 
the diaphragm is replaced with the atmospheric pressure from the partitioned secondary control chamber 
as conveyed in Equation 69. 
 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 ≅ 1𝑏𝑎𝑟 (69) 




The pressure differential for a DCV is therefore independent of downstream pressure and can therefore be 
expressed as observed in Equation 70. 
 ∆𝑃𝐷𝐶𝑉 = 𝑃𝑐 − 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 ≈ 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 (70) 
 
With atmospheric pressure on the underside of the diaphragm, the DCV can be more easily manipulated 
from the primary control chamber as it is less restrictive when acting against atmospheric air pressure 
rather than a denser fluid (as conventional in a SCV). Bermad Water Technologies (2015e) declares that 
an instantaneous halting of upstream flow leaves the downstream pressure “completely unaffected” in 
DCVs due to their smooth and rapid response resulting in faster setpoint achievement with minimised 
surge risk to the downstream sub-network as opposed to the lesser performance of standard SCVs. 
Additionally, a proportional pressure increase in the primary chamber (above the atmospheric chamber) 
allows for faster valve closure which also minimises head loss over the valve from no conflicting 
downstream pressure effects on the diaphragm (Bermad Water Technologies, 2016a). DCVs can be 
regarded as having the same or an increased degree of accuracy depending on their manufacturer 
alongside a decreased risk of water hammer (Bermad Water Technologies, 2016a). Therefore, with the 
absence of downstream pressure acting on the diaphragm underside, the constant atmospheric pressure 
acting as a replacement allows for a perpetually positive differential pressure head across the DCV 
(ΔhDCV) as long as upstream pressure is maintained, preventing any chance of hydraulic lockout as shown 










∴ ∆ℎ𝐷𝐶𝑉 = ℎ𝑖𝑛 − ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑚 [𝑚] 
(71) 
 
For a given WDN where DCV substitution of SCVs is desirable, there are several opportunities for 
implementation. Instead of purchasing new DCVs outright (which could accumulate costly expenditures), 
some PRV service providers have outlined methodologies to convert a SCV to a DCV in situ; only 
incurring costs associated with the purchasing of new “3-way” pilot control systems and the required 
downtime for DCV conversion (Bermad Water Technologies, 2016a; Dorot Control Valves, 2020). 
Depending on the type of manufactured valve, a SCV can be converted to a DCV by adding a separation 
disc to the bottom of the lower control chamber as seen in Figure 54 such as with the Dorot Control Valve 
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(n.d.) S-300 PRV. Alternatively, rearrangement of plugs from the atmospheric to integral orifices as seen 










Like SCVs, DCVs also have a set of its own drawbacks inclusive of the following (Bermad Water 
Technologies, 2016a; Dorot Control Valves, n.d.): 
• The addition of higher mechanical friction in the shaft-partition seals ([15] in Figure 53) could 
lead to higher operation and maintenance costs associated with more wear, increased leakage 
potential and will require a higher minimal differential pressure for valve closure. 
• The more complex structure of a DCV can incur higher investment potential related to the cost of 
the valve itself and any spare parts needed (this is not much of a problem for SCVs that can be 
“converted” to DCVs). 
Figure 54: Conversion of a Dorot S-300 SCV to DCV by addition of a separation disc (Dorot Control Valves, 
2020). 
Figure 55: Labelled diagram showing the conversion of a Bermad 700-series SCV to DCV by the rearrangement of valve 
plugs (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015e). 
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• Conversion of SCVs to DCVs requires downtime of the valve (dependent on valve model 
complexity). 
• DCVs can only operate effectively with “3-way” pilot systems which must be purchased with 
conversion. 
Due to these limitations, DCVs should only be implemented where practicality permits and only 
converted from SCVs when necessary. 
 
7.2.1.1 “3-way” Pilots 
3-way pilots (Figure 56) are essentially 3-position selector valves that can be 
quickly characterised by their vent ports and are mandatory for the operation of 
DCVs. When downstream pressure is higher than the setpoint, the pilot connects 
the upstream pressure to the control chamber to close the PRV. With lower 
downstream pressure beneath setpoint, the control chamber is relieved of 
pressure by pilot diversion to the vent port to fully open the PRV. If the 
downstream pressure matches the setpoint, the pilot blocks all ports to the 
control chamber to maintain constant pressure (Heimann, Meyer, & Liemberger, 
2009) 
 
7.2.2 C-Valve PRVs 
C-Valves are a newer form of piston actuated 
PRVs that are uniquely characterised by their 
hydrodynamic design. A picture of four distinct C-
Valves designed by Saisanket (n.d.) are shown in 
Figure 57. These PRVs are usually arranged in 
parallel with one another as seen in Figure 58 
employed as part of the Sydney Water pressure 
management program (Saisanket, n.d.).  
 
C-Valves are inherently double chambered with a 
3-way pilot control system. Coupled with the linear hydrodynamic design of the C-Valve that operates 
parallel to flow (as opposed to the more perpendicular style of conventional PRVs). The C-Valve allows 
Figure 56: A 3-way PRV pilot 
control system (Bermad 
Water Technologies, 2015f). 
Figure 57: C-Valve System overview (Saisanket, n.d.) 
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for a significant reduction in head losses, higher flow capacities (“up to 2.5 times traditional valves”), 
higher (12:1) regulation ratios (≈3:1 is standard), faster response times to changes in pressure and flow 
conditions alongside accurate and surge minimizing conditions (Plasson, 2008). C-Valves work with dual 
pistons, usually filled with compressed gas or water, are used to actuate the valve according to the PRV’s 
setpoint and operate as a PRV independently of upstream pressure or flow fluctuations (Saisanket, 2008). 
Whilst their performance is promising, the C-Valves only come in DN100 and DN150 sizes (Plasson, 
2008). For larger equivalent valve sizes, two or more DN150 C-valves are placed in parallel to achieve 
larger flow capacities. The largest equivalent size currently available is DN400, which features six 






Figure 58: C-Valves operating in Queensland, Australia (Saisanket, n.d.) 
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7.2.3 Triple Chamber PRVs 
An overview of the workings of a triple chambered pressure reducing valve alongside a cross-sectional 
schematic of the system can be observed in Figure 59. 
 
7.2.4 Multiple Small PRVs in Parallel 
Flow and pressure parameters (i.e. minimum, maximum and range) through a pipe should be known in 
order to correctly size a PRV to reduce the pressure downstream. In most instances, a PRV will operate 
“between 20-50% of its available stroke” and should be applied in a WDN with regards to the flow 
conditions that are suitable for the PRV’s flow capacity (Bermad Water Technologies, 2015d). If a wide 
variety of flows through a pipe is expected, then multiple PRVs of different sizes can be placed in parallel 
(i.e. one 100mm PRV and one 300mm PRV in parallel to manage between 10-300 L/s etc.). As a rule, the 
smaller PRV in parallel should be set approximately 10-20kPa higher than the setpoint of the larger PRV 
in parallel to allow for smoother flows and surge protection (Bermad Water Technologies, 2018). If 
placed correctly, flow can be diverted through each PRV as appropriate for effective flow management. A 
sample of some PRVs in parallel can be seen in Figure 60. 
Figure 59: Triple Chamber PRVs (Bermad Water Technologies, 2013) 













If one of the PRVs in parallel sits idle with no flow for an extended period, it can collect idle water and 
debris at the inlet of the valve. This accumulation is not desirable for water quality standards and can 
block the inlet of the valve, affecting the PRV’s ongoing performance. For this reason, the PRVs should 
be operated regularly either through careful flow management or through the placement of a flow stem 
before the larger valve so that the PRV can be used daily. 
 
7.2.5 Electronic Pilots and PID Controllers 
PRVs can be electronically activated with the use of PID control systems acting to vary valve actuation to 
achieve a desired pressure setpoint. There are two types of electronically controlled PRVs available; (1) 
hydraulic PRVs in which the setpoint is managed by an electronic actuator and (2) a generic PRV coupled 
with a complete electronic feedback controller to directly actuate the valve position with a motor 
according to the electronically determined setpoint (Janus & Ulanicki, 2018). The lattermost electrically 
actuated PRV type is commonly used by Water Corporation to manipulate flow or downstream pressure 
control on dams and reservoir outlets, as well as flow control on tank inlet regulating valves for a greater 
sense of control, system manipulation and PRV monitoring (Van der Vaart, 2020). Aside from these 
applications, electronically controlled PRVs are not commonly used within the average WDN as most 
PRVs require high capital investment and are most commonly bought as hydraulically controlled PRVs as 
standardised within the market. These types of valves require a continuous power supply and a 
specifically defined/tuned control system in order to achieve flow or pressure control which usually 
Figure 60: PRVs in parallel (Bermad Water Technologies, 2018). 
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associates the system with higher costs, complexity and reliability issues (Van der Vaart, 2020). 
 
In a non-ideal PRV, variations in outlet pressure exist due to disturbances to the setpoint of the pilot 
control system by differential pressure fluctuations. These disturbance variables are usually associated 
with demand changes in the WDN and within the PID controller design of the pilot itself. The lattermost 
variable is responsible for the highest frequency of PRV instability usually occurring at low flows either 
due to unnecessarily high system gain or increases in the delay of the system from longer actuation times 
or lengthy sampling periods (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2008; Janus & Ulanicki, 2018). These instabilities are 
usually characterised with gradually increasing high-amplitude oscillations in valve position and can 
cause transient pressure waves, endangering downstream infrastructure and other WDN components 
operating in relation to the electronic PRV with higher surge risk (Ulanicki & Skworcow, 2014). Figure 
61 showcases this during a PRV instability event which occurred in a WDN within a major city in the 
United Kingdom causing numerous pipe bursts alongside serious financial and environmental costs 
including loss of service to the consumer. It should be noted however that PRVs, alongside any dynamic 
system, can show oscillatory responses (i.e. from incoming pressure waves) that should not be confused 
with an unstable response of the PRV (Janus & Ulanicki, 2018). Whilst a system-wide pressure 
assessment can be undertaken to decrease the overall rigidity of valve performance, fine tuning of PID 
parameters to avert PRV instability has the greatest chance of maintaining the efficiency of operation 











Figure 61: PRV instability event recorded in a large-scale pressure control 
scheme in one of the major cities in the UK (Prescott & Ulanicki, 2008) 




7.3 Appendix 3 – Australian Standards for PRV Implementation in a WDN 
 
Australian Standard Title Abbreviation 
Hydraulically operated automatic control valves 
for waterworks purposes 
AS5081 
Testing of products for use in contact with 
drinking water 
AS4020 
Thermal-bonded polymeric coatings on valves 
and fittings for water industry purpose 
AS4158 
Waterwork Flanges AS4087 
Table 18: Associated Australian Standards for PRV implementation with Perth’s IWSS Sourced from Bermad Water 
Technologies (2015). 
 
7.4 Appendix 4 – Opportunities from DCV Substitution in the IWSS 
The substitution of SCVs with DCVs in the IWSS provides numerous opportunities for preventing 
hydraulic lockout and generating energy savings and are elaborated on below. 
 
7.4.1 Preventing Hydraulic Lockout with DCVs 
 A solution proposed to prevent hydraulic lockout is the use of double chamber pressure reducing valves 
(DCVs). The key difference in functionality of the DCV is that the driving force for valve position 
movement/actuation is just the upstream pressure, compared to a SCV which utilises differential (i.e. 
upstream and downstream) pressure across the valve. This means the likelihood of hydraulic lockout may 
be significantly reduced in DCVs (Bermad Water Technologies, 2016a). Hydraulic lockout in DCVs can’t 
occur due to the atmospheric control chamber negating downstream pressure effects on the valve 
diaphragm (the differential pressure is usually always positive). Therefore, the differential pressure head 
of a DCV in the IWSS (ΔhDCV,IWSS) must only be monitored to ensure that it does not exceed the pressure 
head rating of the DCV and is therefore always less than the differential pressure head of a SCV 
(Equations 72 and 73 respectively). 
 ∆ℎ𝐷𝐶𝑉,𝐼𝑊𝑆𝑆 = |∆ℎ𝐷𝐶𝑉| ≤   ℎ𝑃𝑅𝑉   (72) 




 ∴ ∆ℎ𝐷𝐶𝑉,𝐼𝑊𝑆𝑆 < ∆ℎ𝑆𝐶𝑉,𝐼𝑊𝑆𝑆 (73) 
 
Thus, with DCVs in the IWSS, no additional system pressure head is required for pumping to keep the 
DCVs open and operational (i.e. hIWSS,SCV is not required in DCVs). If Water Corporation was to 
replace/convert its SCVs within the IWSS Central System with DCVs, a significant amount of energy 
savings from a decreased system pressure minimum (equivalent to a ≈20m reduction) can be achieved by 
pumping power reductions. Additional savings from lowering system pressure can be observed in the 
following subsection. 
 
7.4.2 DCV Related Energy Savings 
The potential energy savings from DCV substitution within the IWSS Central System can be quantified 
by using Equation 74 where the required shaft pumping power (Ps) for each of the three pump stations 
within the IWSS Central System can be calculated by using the pumped fluid’s density (ρ), flowrate 
alongside the pump’s induced pressure drop (20m (Van der Vaart, 2020)) from DCV substitution (hpump) 






Additionally, by knowing the energy tariff (which can vary depending on power supply contracts), CO2 
produced per kWh production rate and yearly operational period (t [hrs/year]), the annual energy and 
carbon savings ($E [$/year] and $C [tonnes CO2/year] respectively) can be quantified using Equation 75 
and Equation 76 below. 
 $𝐸 = 𝑃𝑠 ∙ (𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑓) ∙ 𝑡 (75) 
 
 $𝐶 =




Further savings than previously mentioned within this thesis can be attained with DCV substitution to 
minimise WDN leakages through system-wide pressure minimisation. Pipeline leakages are most 
common in WDNs during low-consumption periods where lower flows induce higher pressures at a given 
point within the network (Signoreti, Camargo, Canno, Pires, & Ribeiro, 2016). Water Corporation 
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manages over 34,000km of pipes across the state and coordinates a system-wide leak detection program 
upon which 30GL of water losses through leakages alone were estimated in 2012-13, amounting to ≈8% 
of the total water delivered for that period and encompassing both surface and sub-surface pipelines 
(Murphy, 2014). To assess the potential for leakage reduction through DCV implementation, an 
understanding of the pressure distribution from water consumption trends in the IWSS Central System 
must be understood. The average daily water consumption curves for Perth can be seen in Figure 62 in 
which a bimodal trend is observed in both instances. Qualitatively, the periods of low consumption 




Figure 62: Average Perth water consumption in (a) summer and (b) winter seasons (Loh & Coghlan, 2003) 
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7.5 Appendix 5 – Additional Force Diagrams 
An additional force and component diagram showing a conventional Cla-Val PRV in Figure 63 can be 
viewed below. 
Figure 63: Additional force-balance diagram for a Cla-Val PRV 
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A force diagram akin to Figure 17 for a Y-axis conventional PRV can be viewed below in Figure 64 (both 
have the same labels with the exception of ϕ [°] which represents the tilted angle of the main valve). 
 
 
Figure 64: Force-balance diagram for a Y-axis PRV 
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Figure 65: Offset in control valve alpha downstream pressure relation 
Figure 66: Offset in control valve beta downstream pressure relation 
